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drilling a well

DO IT NOW.

Advertising rates fifty cents per
Our readers are thoroughly opinion as to. who is 'tho owner
.inch each month, single column.
Reading notioen.fivo cents per line, familiar,
with the events of the of the Clayton tínterprise. we ac- . each insertion.

past three weeks, involving the'eeptthe judgment of the court,
Mills, Pipe and Casing were never as cheap as
to the name of the Clayton and with this issue begin the
title
GRAND JURY REPORT.
now, and you will save money by buying your out.
Enterprise. We leased from a "Clayton Citizen "which we hope
political association of citizens'of to make such a paper as will be it from
Territory of new.mexico
Uuion County some eighteen a credit to. Clayton and to Union
county op union, ,.
ROBERT W. ISAACS,
months ago, the material form County. ''The Court decided that
In the District Court, County erly
a
of
the
publication
lists
in
used
subscription
and
the
adver
.of Union y Territory of New Mex-- .
Clayton, N.
Democratic paper known at dif- tising patronage of tho Clayton
ico, September Term, 1903.
EnClayton
belongs
Enterprise
to us, so that
as the
.To the Honorable William J. ferent times
we lose merely tlie name.
and the La Empressa.
terpise
"Mills, Chief Justice of t'.ie Suand 'our
This paper will continue to be
;preme Court of .the Territory of It was our intention
out Democratic, advocating Demowe
leased.
when
this
purpose
in
New Mexico, and Judge of the
fit to publish a Democratic paper cratic principios, and 'furthering,'
District Court, sitting within and
for the upbuilding and advance! to the best of our ability, the in'fr Union County, at 'the
ment of Clayton Union County., terests of worthy Democratic
1906.
After considering what we should nominees. We however do not
Sm:
name our paper, we decided that, intend to be a mero political paThe Grand Jury empannelled
to run a splenthe turbulent per, but
notwithstanding
at the present September Term,
did weekly papor, gsviny
paper
career
ol
lormeriy
tlie
1906, of the District Court f
Clayton Enterprise,1
and unprejudiced, V v.Wsi
County, New Mexico, having known as.the
in its t.hrico dis- of Clayton and Uir.A. Av,Vity,
which
resulted
completed our labors for the
of and using our efforts. í,r iht; upterm, beg leave to submit the fol-- . appearing beneath the waves
tn adoptthat name for building of ClsytoH and f'nion
adversity.
towing report:
our paper, v Our louse for the County.
We
into 56 cases
We have u .proud, educated.
during our session and have re- - material contained no reference
to the name other than that we cultured and retincd citizenship,
bills.
iturned
were to run a Democratic paper and such a, citizenship as this' Dealer in ail kinds of Building Material, Builder's. HardWe regret to state-thaconsid- It is unnecessary for us to state deserves a first class newspaper.-Iware, Paints, Oils &c. A good stock always on hand.
erable crime has been committed
is our ambition to satisfy this
we heve at all times
here
that
in this comunty during the past
New Mexico.
j&
j&
Some need, and if in the future there Clayton,
six months, and particularly run a Democratic paper.
weeks ago, some of these gentle-- : appears anything in our columns
that of stock larcenies, and we
men owning the material, decid- which does not meet the approv'recommend vigorous prosecu
ing that we were not partisan al of our readers, wo assure you
tion in all such cases.
enough in our columns in behalf that it is an error of judgment
We have examined "the offices
;and records of the various eoun- - of Democracy, demanded the pa- and not of heiu't.
ty officers and find the same, in per and material.' We turned P Chief Justice Mills, in the
over the material 'leased from course of the trial, said: "The
the main, well kept.
to convey to Clayton Enterprise as edited by
We have examined the county them, but refused
The Clayton Enterprise, its Mr. II. Q. Palmer is tho best
them
jail and find the same in a very
and its adver- paper ever published in Union
unsanitary condition, and abso subscription list
They sued out County. It is a credit to List your Fn'rins, Kanches, and Claims with us, for Quick Sales.
tising
patronage.
lutely unfit for .the incarceration
Heaver County Claims a Specialty.
a temporary injunction, restrain- the town turn deservesthe liberal
of human beings.
We recom
of the name. support of its poople.'Y This We also handle Town Property, Lots and etc. Gall on or write us.
use
ing
us
from
the
mend that the jiiil be thoroughly
of The Clayton Enterprise; This compliment, coining from a learnOFFICES,
cleaned, and if possible, .placed
by ed jurist is appreciated, and The
grant"d
injunction
G'nymon, Hooker, Oklahoina.
Texline,
Texas,
Texhoina,
temporary
in a
that new
was the caii.se of our Clayton Citizen will continuo to
Mi'ls
Judge
plumbing be installed therein
and an entire new outfit of bed- having no name fin the past three' maintain its standing as the best
Monday," in the trial-opaper published in Union County.
ding be purchased. We ask that issues.
In conclusion we wish to thank
in the district court,
cause
the
the attention of 'the .proper ofti
Wm. J. Mills, de our numerous readers and patJustice,.
Chief
cials be called to this matter by
in
legal rons ior thi-iliberal support in
.your Honor, as the unsanitary cided thatk'chuicaüy the
the
belonged
to
feel
Enterprise
assured that
the past, and
and filthy conditions as they exist title
to
;at present in the county jail, are Publishing Co.! and made the in they willcontinue it in the future.
progress,
We are for
for Clayton
a menace to the health of the in- junction permanent.
'
in
unchanged
our
county.
we
are
Union
While
for
AND TO
and
mates confined therein.
J
We recommend that an auditor,
in
H)t some competent person, be
We are of 'the opinion 'that this
employed to inaugurate a uniform is known lis ""Moa and Malt,'
"Sunday Lav" fkuhy
be an intoxin the which wo believe
'.system of
in many ropeets, R.nj nvoin-menseveral offices of the county, and icating beverage; that the same!
that the next Legislative'
Cohie in and talk it over with us
that the same be properly car- is being sold without license, but. representative from Union County use his efforts to havo the law
ried out.
we were unable to act in this ímt-fas to
amended
for the
In examining the Minutes of ter not being fully satisfied that immediateso closingprovide .saloons,1
of
the county commissioners we the sale of this beverage comes found open on Sunday, by he
find the Jillovs&rice of two j loyal; within'thepi iihibitiw!) of our sfrat proper
peace
officers
of
'bills, which are a.4 follows.:
rethe county or town in
utes., and we recommend 'to
spective jurisdictions.
Payns ta.it f luv W.Us foraurjii-.s-t' court 'that the District Artor-in,
We would recommend í hat thcl
Bank tof Ckteft, ft. fa.
;ind xetiH'D of tva jiriiorjexs who take proper action to have Uiis
National
Vm
First
Condensed
of
Report
County
Iwvej
Commissioners
M.
tu tlic ('nniiilnillur of Currciii-yiiad escaped from the jail at Clay- liquid analyzed, and if lieolisv placed in tiro
m a'
trial jury
At the close of business September 4, lífí.
ton.
should be required for sale of Utv lavatory and closet, ,
KESOL'IÍC'liS
,
We further recommend Vliati
And we "hereby call the atten- same to take the necessary steps
l):is:)Ulíu.il
.:l"'tí,W!.8
Hils
tion of the District Attorney to to prohibit the sale of ;this intoxi- hereafter the County
.
S, OlWOO
Ftinii tnro'nnd Vitn ívs .
sioners
2,500.(10
inquire into the lcg.ility Five IVr ('out Kmuls
the 'same.
cant, such it proves to be, with- of all
S'tatfj!
104,540.00
noiids..
bills presented to tiller body: United
The books of the county
prolicens-being
i .$5:i,!i';0.2.'5
out a proper
fi
for allowance and that n bill be Cash Sinlit K.Vhan'.
deserve special commendanil disposition. paid unless the statute. Especialits
sale
for
cured
1)4.4(1
üvcíai-nns....-..
ation for their neatness and
We find that the si called "Sun ly provide for 'the iwyment'therfr
J71,20ÍI.C'S
evappearance,
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and give
ery evidence of efficiency, particularly with regard to the eolleo
tioa of delinqneiat tase.
We also found the books in the
o See of the probate clerk in good
order.
Throughout the county wo iind
that a large number of persons,
particularly, those who conduct
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being
day Iiaw" is
observed by person. cWtf''MVij?
snlotms, and Jiavefcmid trtivfcilN
against all persons vu'kúíng Vhir
la w. 1 Jut e hereby
that no aeti .a be a mi (hereon,
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depusits
nHd United Stutes Deposits
shown Territorial doposit

rendered u,
the kindness and courtesy
us at all times, we. respectfully
ask to be discharged.
Respectfully Submitted,
Fred I. Burch, Chairman.
(J. L. Marsh, Secretary.
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From Nation's Capital

FLEET WHICH THE SEA SWALLOWS YEARLY.
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Figures Regarding Visitors to the Wasiiijtoi Monument War Department Clerk Saves Nearly All His SaJaryInsaaity on the

Increase.
monuWashington
The
WASHINGTON.
Is visited by almost every sightseer who
rambles over the beauty spots of the national
capital.
It Is the highest place, erected by
human hands, to be visited anywhere In the country. An official report just made by the supeiln-tenden- t
of the monument tells some Interesting
facts about the tall pile of stone and the persons
who visit It.
It appears that the whole number who went
to the great monument during the last year was
about the average for the last 17 years. Tho
usual 90 per cent, of the visitors were Inoculated
with the lazy bug, while the remaining ten per
cent, climbed the long stairway to the top ot the
So far so good.
monument.
But when It comes to the classification by
For In tho
months officials balk at the figures.
balinv soring month of April, which had mire
visitors than any other month last year, fewer persons availed themselves
3,ol4
of the stairway than In the hot, sultry, sticky month of August, when
persons out of a possible 12,330 climbed the endless stairs with the Affleck

ment
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At the news of some terrible s hlpwreck In which hundreds are dro wned like the recent wreck of the
the whole world stands aghast, lamenting the loss of so piany hum an lives In a single accident. In fact,
such catastrophes as attract public a ttentlon are happily rare. Others les s striking happen, however, from day
to day. The above cut from "L'lllust ration," suggests In a pictorial way what a navy the sea devours In a year.
Statistics of maritime losses and accidents published by the Bureau Veritas (the French Lloyds) show that
in 1905 389 steamships and 649 sailing vessels, a total of 1,038, were lost.
So each day "blind ocean" swallows
on an average three ships, a barge, a schooner and a steamer.
Sirio

AMERICA

THE OLDEST.

NEW WORLD IN REALITY MOST
ANCIENT OF EARTH.

Scientists So Conclude After Finding
Ox in AlasSkull of Broad-Faceka Precursor of the

(Seattle, Wash. From the discovery
the valley of the Yukon of the giant
ox, known to
skull of a broad-facescience ns 'Bos Latlfrona," the geologists and others versed In the mystic
lore of the time when the old earth
was In her baby days read the startling fact that the western hemisphere
should be termed the "old country"
and that Mother Asia after all Is much
the junior of the American continent.
E. S. Strait, of Dawson, has sent the
skull of the prehistoric monster to the
Secretary
Alaska club, of Seattle.
Sheffield proudly shows It to all comers ns one of the treasures of the club.
The skull of the great creature was
dug out of a gold mine on one of the
creeks entering the Klondike near
Dawson. From tip to tip the horns
measure 30 Inches, The skull is supposed to have been pushed about together with ;ock and gold nuggets by
the action of the glaciers of the past.
Scientists claim that the B03 Latifrons
is the precursor of the great AmerThey also state that
ican buffalo.
there is reason to believe that the
western half of the world knew nothing whatever of the horse and camel
and that these were products of a later
age and long following the time when
humanity and animal life throve on

'

In

Islands" is found this paragraph about
Bos Latifrons:
"'The precursor of the buffalo In
Oregon was this broad-faceox. His
horns were longer and stouter and his
bony forehead was wider than that of
the buffalo, measuring 19 Inches
across the line of the eyes. His skull
was not only very wide, but unusually thick, being two and a half Inches
In mldforehead.'

"The book contains the picture of
a skull that was found five or six
miles east of the Dallas, Ore.
"Elsewhere in the book Prof. Condon speaks of the probable age of
this creature as follows:
'"The field Intended by the term
surface beds includes all slight depressions of the surface producing
poiuis with sediment enough to preserve bones and teeth washed Into
them, and also swamps and bogs Into
which large mammals often sink to
their death, leaving their bones to
such preserving agencies as might
occur there. And inasmuch as the
latest great surface-levelinagency of
the north temperate zone was that of
the glacial Ice, most of these surface
depressions would date from glacial
times, and would, therefore, be properly designated as Pleistocene. Furthermore, up to the glacial period the
horse and the camel were abundant
here, and the question of their continuance In Oregon through glacial times'
is still In doubt, so that our group of
surface sediments must provide the
settling testimony on this question.
" 'If the bogs, swamps and minor
surface depressions furnish no horse
or camel bones, then must It be accepted that tho glacial cold drove

this continent.
Prof. E. S. Meany, of the University
of Washington, examined
the skull
with great interest. He said, regardCRIPPLE CURED BY DREAM.
ing it:
"The foFsll skull sent to the Alaska Nightmare Results In Restoration of
club by E. S. Strait is undoubtedly a
Dislocated Hip.
ox. A
specimen of the broad-facefew years ago a similar specimen was
Marlon, Ind. A dream tormlnated
found underground on claim 18 above, with unmual reality In the case of
on Bonanza creek, near Dawson, and George Gilpin, who has been a cripple
wns presented to the University of for many years. Gilpin Buffered a disWashington by Judge Arthur E. Grif- location of the hip joint a number o'f
years ago. Surgeons were unable to
fin, of Seattle.
"The same creature formed part of join the dislocated parts properly and
the Ufe In Oregon during paFt geo- he has been compelled to walk with
logic ages. The greatest authority on crutches since the accident.
The Insuch things In this region is the ven- jured leg became shortened as the reerable Thomas Condon, professor of sult of the accident and he could not
geology at the University of Oregon. walk without the aid of crutches.
Wednesday
night Gilpin had a
In his valuable book called "The Two

iff

thermometer soaring around the 100 mark.
Official Washington ponders over this fact. Several state officials htive
next report.
stated In good set terms that more Information Is wanted In the
of public buddIt Is understood from high authority that the superintendent
ings and grounds will be asked to compile statistics the coming year on the
avoirdupois of these persons who slghtsee the top of the monument with a
view to explaining why, in the hottest month of the year, when Old Sol was
sending his burnished shafts straight down into the Washington asphalt and
concrete, that a 65 foot stairway looked better to humanity than an easy tunning electric elevator.

LIVES ON TWELVE CENTS A DAY.
Augustus Riley, a clerk In the war depart-- .
ment, 74 years old, declares that he spends less
12
a day for his living.
these mammals away or destroyed than"My cents
average expense every day" for five
them. It Is plain that the mammoth years past has been less than 12 cents," said Mr.
elephant got him a coat of fur and Riley, "and I have had plenty to eat. The system
lived through the cojd spell of the requires only so much. I sleep like a baby and
times. The fossils of this' group of at leisure I go for a several ralles' stroll through
surface beds, such as the mastodon, the parks.
"I never get hungry; most people feel that
ox and
the mammoth, the broad-faceaway with
myloden, though deeply Interesting, way when their Imagination runs
them. I live on $4.11 a month and I have an
bring added historical attraction from Itemized statement to prove it.
My favorite
the fact that a large part of their dishes are apples, eggs and rice. I avoid meats
preof
overlaps
that
geological period
and Indigestible foods. They tear the vital organs up and put them out of use."
historic man.'
Riley saves 95 per cent, of his salary. He
"While It must be largely a matter
the most Is a man of strong personality and Is an exceof conjecture even with
llent speclment of manhood. He Is not a miser
skilled geologists, It Is Interesting to and he
declares he
life of a recluse. He says he lives well and
note that Frederick A. Lucas, of the he Is the envy of theabhors the
clerks who squander all their earnings and are heavily
in
published
Institution,
Smithsonian
In debt. He never takes a drink and abhors coffee.
McClure's Magazine for October, 1900,
"I never took a drink In my life and I have never used tobacco in any
an article on the "Ancestry of the form," he said. "It is dead easy to live a life of economy and thrift and there
Illustrating the article was a Is no pleasure in spending all one's earnings in extravagant living. As a
HorBe.'
diagram giving the times of geologic matter of fact, poverty forced a quiet life upon me. After being swindled oi t
of several thousand dollars' in my early life I decided to retrieve my losse.4
ages as computed by Henry F.
and to save some money. Poverty
met
the paleontologist of the Amer- good and started me on the right road.brings good results at times. It did
ican Mueeum of Natural History, ot
"How do I live on so little? Why, that's simple. My restricted diet, now
New York. In that diagram the Pleis- that I have a good salary, is simply a matter of choice. It is the healthies.i
tocene which Prof. Condon gives as and happiest way to live."
ox, is put
the age of the broad-facedown as extending from about the INCREASE IN INSANITY.
500,000 years of the Upper Miocene
Statistics gathered by the census bureau tetid
to the present time.
to show that Insanity Is increasing in this coun'Such specimens as this new arrival
try at a tremendous rate, but there may be
at the Alaska club start interesting
The statistics just made public han,
trains of thought. It Is only necessary
at first glance, an alarming aspect, which seen.s
here to suggest one. The
to Indicate that insanity in this country has Innew world of America is In reality a
creased rapidly in the last quarter of a century.
very old world, and It may be that it
Whether this Is so remains subject to further
corroboration, for what the figures really show
is the oldest land on earth. The anare the number of insane restrained of their libcient inhabitants of America were
erty and cared for either by the state or by tl.th-owstrangers to the modern horse, camel
inrelatives in established institutions.
and ox. These creatures were evolved
crease In the number of inmates at these places
were
on the eastern hemisphere and
may therefore be interpreted from one point of
brought to . the western hemisphere
view as proof that such unfortunates are now
being given more humane attention than heretosince its discovery by Columbus. Yet
fore. The population of the country has
geology discloses the Indisputable eviby leaps and bounds until it has passec
dence that the progenitors of these
the 80,000,000 mark. As the number of canalilo
useful creatures did exist hiTO In the
and intelligent citizens has increased tremendously, it Is by no means a
past.
startling fact that the number of incompetents Is also greater.
There are some people who have made a study of their fellow beings who
take the broad, general ground that everybody Is to some extent, or on some
particular sutiject, insane. 'Hits is, of course, a very broad application of the
dream. He Imagined that a number term, and does not meet the demands of the situation with sufficient definite-nes- s
of men atticked him and in
to be final or all conclusive. Fortunately, census statistics do not bother
he struck with both hands and themselves with individual peculiarities of a mild type, or their records
kicked with both feet. When he awoko would be impaired even more than they are at present by the great delay in
he was greatly surprised to learn that their compilation.
The statistics which the census bureau is now eivl ni? in iYia rnnntrv In
he was using his right leg. Then he
this particular instance cover observations only to the last day of December,
attempted to walk and was delighted 1903. After a lapse of two years
and seven months, it must be said with all
to learn that he could. He was about due deference to the
experts engaged upon the task, that their
the streets during the day' and his compilations are more nearly historical than contemporaneous.
Nevertheless,
friends coiild hardly bo made to be- as these statistics are the newest production In their line, they are of much
interest, notwithstanding their age. Thirteen years have elapsed since tho
lieve his story of the dream.
Hie momio wia ittKen, ami in tnat time the number or
Surgeons say the only explanation pinnuin
of the queer recovery Is that while Mr. hospitals for their care has Increased from 162 to 328, and the increase in
inmates in the same time from 74,028 to 150,151. In 1880 the number of unGilpin was asleep the muscles and fortunates under
restraint in hospitals was only 40,942, showing that on a
tendons became relaxed and when the basis of each 100,000 of population there has
been an Increase from 81 tl in
violent exercise brought about by the 1880 to 118.2 in 1890, and 186.2 at the end of 1903.
dream occurred
the dislocated hip
joint dropped back Into place.
d
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THRIFTY
CRIME ALARMS

NEGRO LEADER

Booker Washington Sayt Lawlessness
of Black It Pronounced.

Atlanta, Ga. "Making all allowances for mistakes. Injustice and the
influence of racial pride, I have no
hesitation in saying that one of the
elements ln our present situation
that gives me most concern is the
large number of crimes that are being committed by members of our
race. The negro is committing too
much crime, north and south," said
Hooker T. Washington in an address
to the National Negro Business league.
"We cannot be too frank or too
strong ln discussing the harm that the
committing of crime Is doing to our
race," he continued. "Let us stand
up straight and speak out and act. In
do uncertain terms in this direction.
Let us do our part and then let us
cx on the whites to do their part."
.

lynchMr. Washington condemned
ing as one of the greatest hindrances
to the progress of the black race. As
Illustrating the progress which the
negro Is making he said the blacks in
Georgia owned at least $20,000,000
worth of taxable property. The south,
he said, offered the best opportunities
as the permanent abiding place of tho
masses of the race.

Living Lumber Pile.
Utica, N. Y. There has been discharged from St. Elizabeth's hospital
ln this city a patient whose injury is
said by physicians to have been one
of the most remarkable, from which
a man recovered.
While working In
a mill at Fulton Chain on the morning of June 14 last a piece of wood
nearly two feet long and about an
Inch and a half wide, was thrown
from a saw with such force that It
passed through George Lanz's right
arm and entirely through his body,
pinning the arm to his side. It took
several hours to bring Lans to Utica,
and he was conscious until placed on
the operating table for the removal of
the Bllver and the dressing of ihe
wound.
A

Invention to Lessen Sinning.
Baltimore, Md. Father Barabaz, of
the Holy Rosary Catholic church, who
has just received a gold medal from
the French academy for the Invention
of a detachable buckle,
says
the
buckle will prevent people sinning by
swearing when trying to fasten their
clothing.
He declares his only reason for improving the old style buckle
was to do away with the bad habit,
and believes he has thus performed
Our fathers find their graves In cu
faithfully the duty of a clergyman.
short memories and sadly tell us hoi
we may be buried in our survlvor.-S- lr
To spend money uselessly Is a sin
Francis Browne.

ITALIAN EMIGRANTS.
All Italian immigrants, whether they cons to
the United States or go elsewhere, are expected
not only to send their savings home but als to
return to their native land, either when they have
accumulated a comfortable bank account or at
the end of each season. Official advices received
at the state department, based upon information
furnished by the Italian government, show that
of the 726,331 emigrants who were given passports to leave the country during the year ending April 30, 1906, 316,797 came to the United
States, an increase ot 148,008 over the previous

year.

Not only do the Italian laborers who go to
England and other parts of Europe return home
at the close of the season when outdoor work can
be done but many Italians who come to the
United States or go to South America also follow
the same practice. The lmnortnnnA tn italv of
this emigration can be appreciated by tho statement that the laborers d
home annually through the Bank of Naples alone more than $7,600,000. Last
year Italian emigrants In the United States remitted $4,257,680, or 67 per c mt
of the amount received from emigrants at that bank.
The government estimates that the total amount received from all emi-

grants amounts to $29.30 per capita.
The proposed immigration law under consideration at ths last session of
congress caused the establishment ot night schoolB throughout
Italy to qualify
the people to meet its requirements. The state department is Informed that
these schools have been discontinued because the authorities consider as past
all danger the passage of a law requiring immigrants enfirln
the United
gtates to be able to reail and write.
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brigada to which we were assigned
FADED TO A SHADOW.
Champion Whittler.
had come up, behind us and gone into
B. F. Clay, of Philadelphia, a recamp so silently that we hardly knew Worn Down by Five Years of Suffer- tired hlp carpenter nearly 80 year
they were there. Not a fire had been
ing from Kidney Complaint.
ap
of .age,-isaid to be the champion SUFFEBINSTHESUREPEIALTY
YV
built, and hardly a man in their ramp
whittler oí the world. Aided only by
could be seen stirring. Not bo with
Mrs. Remethe Myers, of 180 South a penknife and a piece of sandpaper,
the Second- Michigan. They were Tenth St., Ironton, O., says: "I have he has cujp down a single block of Health Thug Lost Is Restored by Lydia
E. Plnkbam's Vegetable Compound.
seeking wood and water and such
worked hard in
wood to a quadruple-linkewatch
things as would tend to make them
long
many
time
been
over
and have
chain
three feet
and
Eow many women do you know who
comfortable.- - It must needs be exexposed again and other exceedingly delicate and dif- are perfectly well and strong? We
treme measures indeed that would
again to changes of ficult pieces of work. During the hear everyday the same story over and
keop a Second Michigan man from his
weather. It Is no last few years, since retirement, Mr. over again. " I do not feel well ; I am
A THRILLIN3 EXPERIENCE.
cup of coffee before retiring for the
wonder my kidneys Clay has cut scores of watch chain. bo tired all the time I "
night.
gave out and I went
Technical World Magazine.
A True Story cf a Very Dark Night In
I left my bunk-matto build u fire,
all to pieces at last.
Eastern Virginia.
put up our dog tent, and prepared such
For five years I was In a Pinch, Use ALLEN'S FOOT-EASthings as were necessary for our com- fading away and finally so weak that
A powder.
It cures painful, smartThough I served three years and fort, while I took my musket
ing, nervous feet and ingrowing nails.
and our
tour months in the northern army dur- canteens and plunged off into the for six months I could not get out) It's the greatest
comfort discovery of.
ing the great war of '61 to '63, and darkness in search of water. On, on, of the home. I was nervous, restless the age. Makes new shoes easy.
A
night,
sleepless
lame
and
and
at
and
though I participated in 17 heavy bat- I went, stumbling through fields and
certain cure
sweating feet. 30,000
Sometimes testimonials for
tles and many skirmishes and was climbing over fences, until I began to sore in the morning.
of cures.
Sold by alt
very often on scouting or picket duty, think I was a full mile from camp, eTerything would whirl and blur be- druggists, 25c. Trial package, FREI J.
I
so
badly
could
me.
I
bloated
fore
S.
A.
Olmsted,
I have never before written a story and, quite likely, away
Le Roy, N. Y,
outside e our not wear tight clothing, and had to Address
of any one of my adventures, thinking picket lines.
put on shoes two sizes larger than
Scarecrow Best Boxer.
sometime to publish 'a book of bioI had apparently far outstripped all
Fred Stone, the Scarecrow of "The
graphical sketches and anecdotes of my comrades who were on the same usual. The urine was disordered and
my war experience.
But I will relate errand, and who had probably become passages were dreadfully frequent. I Wizard of Oz," as a boy used to
got help from the first box of Doan's walk
tight rope in a circus. Mr.
one of the most thrilling adventures discouraged by
their failure to find Kidney Pills, however, and by tho Stone the
is regarded by such authorof hiy life, reserving the right to use water and had
back, for it was time I had taken four boxes the pain
turned
ities as James , J. Corbett, George
It .in the book above mentioned, pro- deathly- - still. I could not hear a
and bloating was gone. I have been Fuller Golden and Billy Elmer as the
viding I ever get time to write the sound anywhere,
I
but I determined
best boxer in the profession.
book, says Lyman E. Stowe, In the would not pjive up until I found ví atr. In good health ever s.Ince."
More than likely you speak the same
Sold by all dealers. 50 cents a box.
National Tribune.
words yourself, and no doubt you feel
Ah, what is that dark line ahead Í A
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Give Defiance Starch a fair trial-- try far from well. The cause may be easily
My regiment, the Second Michigan,
few steps more and cIobo scrutiny
It for both hot and cold starching, traced to some derangement of the fehad done some mighty hard fighting proves to tie it is a piece of wjods.
Difference In Bills.
and if you don't think you do better male organs which manifests itself in
under that old hero of Chapultepec, There, surely, I must find water. In
r
Borroughs Say, old man, got a
work, In less time and at smaller cost, depression of spirits, reluctance to go
the gallant Kearny. But now we were my mind I was already filling my can
or do anything, backache,
bill about you?
return it and your grocer will give anywhere
bearing-dowtransferred to the First division, Ninth teen with fresh, cool water, and think
pains, flatulency, nervBrokeleigh No, but I've got a
you
your
money.
back
corps.
ousness, sleeplessness, or other fes
delight when I
ing of my
bllL
male weakness.
The comrades of my regiment talked should return triumphant when so
Borroughs Come off!
There Isn't
Saved Many from Drowning.
These symptoms are but warnings
the matter over, and concluded that many had failed.
such a thing.
Five hundred persons saved from that there is danger ahead, and unless
we were considered interlopers, as It
Brokeleigh I wish there wasn't, drowning in 48 years was the record heeded a life of suffering or a serious
I picked, my way along the fence
were, and would probably be placed In very carefully until I found a passage- but my tailor has me down on it: achievement of Christian Langer, a operation is the Inevitable result.
every hole where it was considered way through. As I passed through the "Dr. to one pr. trousers."
The never- failing remedy for all these
Danish boatman, who has just died
necessary to sacrifice men. This idea sky beyond the dark line made it ap
s.vmptoms is Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegat Harboe, Jutland, aged 83.
etable Compound.
Laundry work at home would be
seemed borne out by the fact that on pear much lighter. But, ye gods! vhat
Miss Kate McDonald of Woodbridge,
the very first day after we Joined the had I done? As I stepped over the much more satisfactory if the right
Quite Up to Date.
N. J,, writes:
Ninth corps we were placed on the ex- ridge of ground that 1b always fcund Starch were used. In order to get the He popped to her upon his knees
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:
treme right, and to lead the advance along these growing fences, stepped desired stiffness, it is usually necesHis heart went
" Restored health has meant bo much to me
of the army in its march toward Richto
much
sary
use
the
that
starch
bo
squarely on a man who, with four
Oh! no, if you please. that I cannot help from telling about it for
nothing
was
mond. There
ahead of us others, were lying flat upon their itom- - beauty and fineness of the fabric Is
the sake of other suffer i tii; women.
'Twas there the maiden sat.
" For a long time I uffored untold agony
but a company of cavalry, and that achs and looking out over the Held. hidden behind a paste of varying
with a female trouble and irregularities,
was considered worse than nothing, The man I trod on turned over, M.d It thickness, which not only destroys the
Five Million Miners.
which made me a physical wreck, and no one
for at this t(me a dead cavalryman brought me to my knees, as bo exappearance, but also affects the wearThe number of persons employed thought I would recover, but Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound has entirely
seen
a
by
had never been
member of claimed, "Who the devil are your I ing quality of the goods. This trouble In the mines of the world is about
me, and made me well and strcng, and
my regiment, unless it was in the answered, "A Yankee soldier, and the can be entirely overcome by using De5,000,000, of whom
are in cured
I feel it my duty to tell other suffering women
hospital, where he had died for the first man that moves does, for I am fiance Starch, as It can be applied Great Britain.
what a splendid medicine it is."
greatIts
years Mrs. Pinkham,
not alone, so surrender at once." "The much more thinly because of
For twenty-fiv- e
Sublime Faith.
daughter-in-laof Lydia E. Pinkham,
devil; so are we," was his reply. He er strength than other makes.
sep
Nothing short of true faith will
has under her direction, and since her
continued In a whisper, "We belcng to
man from the decease, been advising sick women free
Didn't Have Auk Eggs.
arate a
the Second Michigan and we will have
Prof. Edwin Ray Lancaster, presiprice of a bottle of hair of charge. Her advice is free and
hot work in a minute, for they aw Just
always helpful. Address, Lynn, Mass,
wag
restorer.
ahead of us over in the field. I an dent of the British association,
recentone
husv
his
moraine
in
studv
I
help."
with
come
you
glad
have
'
With a smooth iroa and Defiance
ly when a country woman sought an
then explained that I was alono, but
Starch, you can launder your shirtparcel
a
Laying
with
him.
Interview
that I would stand by them.
waist just as well at home as the
said, triumphantly:
I asked why they did not send u man on his desk she
steam laundry can; it will have the
two of 'em." "Two of what?"
out to reconnolter. The reply was, "There's
proper stiffness and finish, there will
eggs.
"Two
'awk's
professor.
said
the
"We have, and as soon as he returns
be less wear and tear of the goods,
1,000
pounds
worth
they
are
I
'ear
we will go back to camp."
and it will be a positive pleasure to
apiece." The distinguished scientist
While we were talking in whispers
use a Starch that does not stick to tus
looked it
carefully,
parcel
the
undid
ho came In, and said in a hoarse whis
iron.
smile.
a
eggs
said
with
and
the
per, "Boys, there are about 30 of ttiem
eggs.
that
Those
"These,
are not auk's
Thompson's Eye Water
out there, and if we are careful we can
are so valuable are the eggs of the auk
iapture them all."
a u k." "Ch, hauk," said the wom"What," said I, you certainly do not
SALESMEN WAXTEV.
an. "Wait till I get 'old of my son,
UO,
do
capture
expect seven of us can
for send
Enery. I'll give 'im wot-oWe want a. lire active and thoroimhlf experienced
you?"
ing me on a wild goose chase."
aali'stniiii In this locmilT mih stitlicieiil. uionur to
buy utitriiilK in ftri month's Mipplr of our sim"Of course, we can," said he, conV Ire Uio-lln- e
plicity Low Preñara Hollow
tinuing. "My plan is to creep up on
Lights. A utility needoil n every store and
Natural Color of Pure Water.
ru
iilly
Insurancorulcs.
with
compiling
homo
ami
them, each one of us grab one without
It was long ago discoverel that the
such a man wo will nlve exclusive sales right and
sold in Ml
Rim ramee to refund money f cowls not
frightening the rest, bring him back, natural color of pure water is blue,
ours. Kiirlherpirtirninrson request. 1 hoHiundard-UiiieN.lIttUiedSl, Chicago, 10.
cut his throat, then go for another. In and not white, as most of us usually
Light Co..
every
one
this way we can capture
supposed. Opinions have not agreed
WWV II" " P
II
without firing a shot."
on the cause of the green and yellow
"But," I replied, "that is against the tints; these, it has been discovered
rules of war to cut a prisoner's throat." by W. Spring, are due to extraneous
The answer was, "Oh, stuff! There substances. Dissolved calcium salts,
is no time for nonsense, and if we try though apparently giving a green tint,
will get due to a fine invisible suspension,
We Soon Had Every One of the Thirty. any other way, some of them
away.
have no effect on the color of the
want of exercise. However, we would
We followed the directions of r,ur water when adequate precautions
not have cared for this had we not guide, and, sure enough, we soon had are taken. The brown or yellow color
bea compelled to march long after every one of the 30 at the gap In the due to Iron salts Is not seen when cal
dark, silently picking our way through fence, with his throat cut from ear to cium is present. The grejn tint is
shooters,
fields and woodlands, cautioned every ear.
often due to a condition of equilibrium
be
minute to look out and prevent the
you
so inexpensive
"What," I think I hear the reader between the color effect of the iron
rattle cf cups or click of accouter-ments- . say; "you don't want.us U believe Baits and the precipitating action of
kind
one in
seven men captured 30 Confederates the calcium salts. Scientific Amerl
At length we wore halted In a field without firing a shot, do you?"
can.
16 gauge.
made 10, 12
called White Plains, a place I have
Who in thunder Is talking about
WELL PEOPLE TOO
never to this day been able to locate, Confederates.
But I forgot; it Is per-- except
that it is somewhere in east fectly natural that the reader should
A FAVORITE OF AMERICAN SPORTSMEN
Virginia.
fall into the same error that I did. Wise Doctor Gives Postum to
We filed Into the field and stacked The 30 were good, fat sheep, and the
arms, a picket guard was detailed, and Second Michigan had excellent frush
Sold Everywhore.
we were told to make ourselves com- mutton for breakfast, while the rest of
A wise doctor tries to give nature
fortable,
the Ninth corps had to put up with its best chance by saving the little
i
We soon found the balance of the hardtack and sowbosom.
strength of the already exhausted patient, and building up wasted energy
with simple but powerful nourishseeking
knowledge
NOT SURE OF IT HIMSELF.
of the curious and
The first consideration in the matter of food is nutrition, the next
if his life de ment.
that I doubt
"Five years ago," writes a doctor, facility of digestion and assimilation.
The grains like wheat should
could
It,
whether
upon
tell
Be
he
Curley,
Who
to
Claimed
pended
Indian
commenced to use Postum in my be
which are well supplied with the constituents of brain
he was ever at or near the Custer "I
preferred,
Only Survivor of Custer Maitacre.
own family instead of coffee. I was
fight.
ana nerve, cooked in a palatable manner.
so woll pleased with the results that
The Custer battlefield is close to
stock,
grocers
place
In
it
I had two
the Crow agency. In a desire to know
Western Follies In the East.
.
guaranteeing its sale.
all that I could, at close range ol
may
a
be
bachelot
one
In the east
"I then commenced to recommend
the tragedy of the Little Big Horn, 1 and in virtue thereof enjoy the hos
in place of coffee,
spent many days in going over the pltality of a bachelor's married it to my patients
beverage.
The conseas
a
nutritious
battlefield foot by foot, from where friends indefinitely, but the moment
every
store in town is now
quence
is,
the troops left the Rosebud to the after the bachelor commits the in- selling It, as it has become a houseridge where the men had made their discretion of marrii.ge the Nemesis of
hold necessity in many homes.
last stubborn fight, says a writer in tennis and bridge parties overtakes
"I'm sure I prescribe Postura as
Scribner's. White marble Blabs mark him with the same ruthlessness with
any one remedy In the Mathe spots where they fell. In most which he preyed for entertainment often as
every case of
cases the Blabs are in twos. Bide by on those who had married before teria Medica in almost
I treat,
nervousness
indigestion
and
comes
how
It
is
Strange
when
it
side.
The moral of the east for and with the best results.
him.
is DreDared from the whole wheat berry, celery infused and baked
huto the final end, we reach out for
young men with economical views la
"When I once introduce it Into a twice at a high temperature, so as to render it the best of foods for
man companionship. .There they made
don't marry.
family, it is quite sure to remain. I growing children, invalids, the aged, the brain and muscle working
their last earthly stand, bunkie by
shall continue to use It and prescribe classes.
bunkle.
It In families where I practice.
Orange Juice In 8ilad.
1
Palatable-Nutriti- ous
Easy of Digestion and Ready
Eat
Among the dozens of Indians
"In convalescence from pneumonia,
A delicacy which few northern perquestioned of the fight was Curley,
Can bo urvtd hot. Put In a hot ovinfor a few mlnuUt; or cook In boiling milk to a mush.
give
juice typhoid fever and other cases, I
who Is bo often called the sole sur sons are acquainted with Is the
orange, used as It as a liquid, easily absorbed diet. 10s
vivor of the Custer fight. He has of the native Florida
(o
Forsti.
dressing.
It li an Tou may use my letter as a reference
been so bullied, badgered, questioned, the acid In salad
by
given
fit."
Name
leading queetioned, improvement on lemon juice for the any way you see
creator of Dr. Price' Cream Baking Powder, DellcioM
Co., Battle Creek, Mich. Read Dr. Price, the famous food expert, the
Flavoring tstracis, ice bream sugar ana jeur Lteeaert, nae never Deen compelled,
and called by mouth and tn type, a purpose, and quite different from cider Postum
Wellvllle"
notwithstanding
laws,
to
Food
la
etrenuoue
to change any of hi product. They have alway
Road
"The
coward and a liar by an endless horde vinegar.
ao atoeolut guarantee) of their quality asd punty.
conformed to tbelr requirement. Tui
a reason."
'
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American Interests In Cuba. i

The Wéw Tulexico
Realty

PIKE CENTENNIAL.

Wi(jl

fleet of warships carrying tlieV"irican flag in or near
Cuban wdVs, and two members
of President Roosevelt's cabinet on a mission of peace to that
island, it is worth while to inquire what material interest
American capital has acquired in
the new republic, for this, when
all is said and done that diplomacy calls for, will justify any action the president may take under the Platte amendment to
to the Cuban constitutionan
amendment designed to invite
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000, compared with $100,000,000 was made up of the engine, com
by
British subjects. Rocky bination baggage and mail car,
M ountain News.
smoker, a coach and one sleeper
A dispatch received at Wichita

advertised

in

the East
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new ITiexico.

The Clayton

Lan(J Kansas, from the scene of the
wreck, asserts that only three
war shattered industries of the Farmers to Meet in Denver
passengers were saved. The
Has Been Issued.
' 'Queen of the Antilles, " and to
wires were carried down with the
secure protection for that capi
Tlie call for the first general bridge and no details were retal when invested. In fact, it congress of dry land farmers ceived.
has been repeatedly stated since
tiie history of the West has
A telephone message from Hen
AND
the present outbreak against the been issued by Governor McDon essey, eight miles from the scene
Pahua government took the field aid in an invitation which em of the wreck on the Rock Island
with armed forces that the main braces every state west of the Railroad says
all the cars except
purpose in view was American Missouri river, and fixed the a rear Pullman are in the Cim
R. PIERCE,
Proprietor.
intervention.
date for the convention of this arron river and that two hundred QotA
,
R
f Dri
m(
Ü
In 1902, when General Wood, great gathering at November 22.
iwouiyuvt) uerwuus weie
aim 4mAV4..
had command in Cuba, a compil
Feed Yard and Camp House in Connection,
The most important business carried into the water. Six per
ation made showed that but nine to come before the committee sons were
reported saved.
sugar estates were being is the selection of a greater com
It is reported at Enid that ful
worked at that time, sup
mittee to have general charge of ly one hundred persons were
N. M.
sufficient cane to make 7i0,OiK) the convention, now that the drowned as a
result of the wreck
tons of sugar. Of these nlanta original committee has practical near Dover. All cars except
the
tions but three were registered ly set it in motion. This com
Pullman, went into the raging
as owned by Americans and mittee will consisc of about forty
torrent. All passengers except
three by English capitalists farmers and business men from
Floyd Zeist, who waded and swam
Now the case is different. D. A. arious sections of Colorado, and
two miles to shore, were drowned
Willey, in Moody's magazine for
will include officers and profess
A message received in Kansas
September, declares that of the
ors at the State Agricultural col City from Dover says;
179 plantations no less than thir
lege, on which will devolve a bodies were taken to Dover from
ty admitted to be under Ameri
part of the work of preparing the scene of the wreck, llock
can ownersnip, while there is
the program.
Island officials say that there
go.xl reason to believe that
This convention must be an edu could not have been more than
large number, ostensibly held cational congress. The people
No. 85
M
150 people on the train.
It is
by (.Albans, have been paid for
of Denver and thousands of the not yet known how many were
by funds from the United States
Western faraiers do not realize saveu,
the original name being retain what progress has been made in
Report from Kingfisher says
ed tor reasons of policy. The
dry farming, and to disturbute many people rescued at Dover
acreage known to be owned by
this knowledge must be the arrived there on relief train.
Americans yields 375,000 at
prime object of the gathering to
DEALERS IN
harvest, or over one third of the which Colorado is inviting the X In every newspaper we
pick
entire crop. Since 1904 so muc West, said Gevernor McDonald upwe'er sure to find
a lót o
more land has come under Amer
gush about the roan behind the
yesterday.
ican control that the tonnage
To develop the highest stan counter and the man behind the
they produce has expanded over
Oils,
of scientific and practica gun; the man behind thebuüz saw
dard
4i) per cent in the one year
value in the convention, Secre and the man behind the son; the
This is "going some." a.i they
tary Wilson of the department of man behind the times and the
express it in the West. But
man behind his rents; the man
agricuture Is to be invited to
mis progress was expected
CLAYTON,
- tend the convention in person behind the plow share and the
NEW
MEXICO.
official circles at Washington
man
behind
depar
to
aid
his
of
lend
the
and
fence;
the
man
the
where our sugar Interests are ef
behind the whistle and the man
liciontly represented. Fourvear ment in instructing the heads of
ago, when the project to reduc the various experimental sta behind the cars; the man behind
the tariff on Cuban sugar wa tions to srive thrir time to thi the kodak Hhd the man behind
the bars; the man behind his
urged before congress, Henry O convention.
Wilson Is one of the whiskers and the man behind his
Secretary
liavemeyer, president of the u
gar trust, was shown tube intei most ardent of dry land farmer fists; and everything behind has
himself, and it is believed that entered in the list. But thev've
esteci directly in several large
will come to Denver in No skipped another fellow of whom
he
estates, while the National Su
nothing has ever been said, the
vember.
gar Kenning vompany and the
fellow
from
Missouri
who is even or a little way
tato
Every
the
American Sugar Refining had
will be invited ahead, who pays for what he gets
California
to
river
invested in sugar property to the
whose bills are always sitfned
to attend the congress.
extent of some 10,000,000.
he's a blamed sight move import
.Americans not only own the
ant
th&n thd man vVho is behind
."ligar íníuátry n Cuba to ti large Train Load oí People Drown
Allwe editors and merchants
extent, but they have also revo ed in Raging Cimarron Riv
and the whole commercial clan
lutionused that industry in tl ie
er in Oklahoma.
PHÜNI! No. 18,
are indebted for existence to this
jttii-swui
jwi
ine steam en
"
honest followmani Ho keens us
Ifine is now used for liaulin
LAVVfo, Okla. Sept. 18th, '06
an w Dustness and his town is
i
i
tmjYTn, nun mouern plows and
The Rock Island office has re
fultivators of American niuk-- ceived news of the plunging of nevm' deitdi and so WO take otn
preparo the soil for the planting, number 12. north bound Rock hats off to the man who is ahead
-he larger plantations are pn Island train into the Olmarion
All
VW1 with railroads for liaulin Rivef between Kingfisher and The Boon Of Phonetic Spell
'aii From the fields to the milh Dover, on the ninin line at 5
fog,
atid When the latter is readied o'clock this mornlntf. Thy
The Us5 bt nfOrhled shellihc
the work of making sugar is now gine Is out of sight In the Hams injofiicltit
documents will bo doubt
entirely automatic, with the tas water, and both the engineer and
.
hasten a, movement that has nui ffoisom,
ot unloading the c'flnc cars p(. fireman are killed. It is ,ald that
etiy been going oh for genera
formed by machinery.
This probably many lives were lost tionSi Sooner or Intw Mm tpi
help? to explain the very rapid The bridge was damiieed by the
ten íJnjrlIph iftflirii
advance in the Cuban output o heavy rairt last night and gave more
resctflUittnce to the nanUm
Kdtil tóstttttí and tíoitiestflttit
sugar since 1902, when tlirt gov way Under the trnirl. Oli? leen
tongutj tlmn it liKj ittt trtesHht.
Locating Agents
'rninpnt of til" island wtts trans er remained on the track tan the
That fPflWrnhjatit-dun tldVCf be
fltbfk
bought and sold Oil
ferl'ed to the newly filrctd au baggage Cat and tt couch are reexact of course, it is impossiCUtotiilsslon,
afu(5iiNiroji
horities,
ported tOhaVtígone into the river. ble to hllVC
.4rtT(W
'
written sbetich ft pho Tffxitoe,
"
rwt windmill
In the
Texa
(yeaf finding June Th! wires re down in nil directograph of spoken speech until
flu, lUdá, our iniKrts fro?n Cuba tions and all efforts to
obtain all people ppeak alike. But that
I! you need hardware or 1m.
nminJ.y sugar wefe) valued at ncw.1 ot tile
reck üre ítiticli de is no
Mlsiatt thy wfl rfhotild not
pleaifihts
It trill pay yoU to
while for ti e year layed. The Cimarron líi ver
Come m near the goal as possj.
me.
wme
A iding June 30, 190Ú,
bridge,
which is reported to have ble, Of
the figure
come the changa will
was
0,304,250.
The depart- gone down, is three miles south entail soma
A. VV. TANNER.
hm, bat to loner suf
ment of commerce!, in its August of Dover, Kingfisher Coutitv.
CONTRACTOR.
fering childhood it will come as
Kenton,
bulle'in, estimates the American Oklahoma. Thft wrMied frnln a boon worth many
holiday.
.
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Livery, Feed
Sale Stables
er

I

Hay and Grain Always on Hand

ty-fiv- e

Phone No 35

CLAYTON,

John Spring, Prop. Clayton

Meat Market

forty-seve-

n

Fresh and Salt Meats.
Choice Fruits and Vegetables
Always in Stock,
Phone

CLAYTON. N

The Grimm
Hardware Co.
General Hardware,
Windmill Supplies, Paints,

Etc

Tin Shop In Connection,

FAWCETT & DEAN,
Wholesale and Retail
General Merchants,

ciayton,

.

n.m.

.

E.

I

Folsom Lumber Co.

kinds of Building material,
Builder's
Hardware, Paints, Oils. Buggies, Wagons,
Farming Implements, and Wlndnwii.
New Mexico,

0. L CO0K.V

Wenton

Prices-

flut-a- !

--
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GOING TO CUBA.

TAFT
There Is a movement on foot ' la
to form a food reform comJamaica
I
mittee, in order to get the: people to President Roosevelt's Letter to Cuban
Minister.
develops the agricultural resources of
Board of Education.
Judge Abbott at Albuquerque ad- the colonv and discontinua thn 1m- Bay.
Oyster
After a protracted In
and or
llost Important Happenings cf the portation ot corn,, peas and . other terview with Secretary of War Taft, Judged Martin McGlnnts toInsane
No definite conclusion in regard to
New Mexico proposed changes
dered him committed
foodstuffs
in the territorial
Fast SeeaDays.
Acting Secretary of State Bacon and Insane Asylum at Las Vegas.
school laws was reached by the TerriA 'Santa Fe' passenger train went
Secretary of the Navy Bonaparte,
The Citizens' National Bank of Por torial Board of Education at its meetinto, the ditch near Lewis, Kan., and
President Roospvelt Friday night ad- tales, New Mexico, has been authorized
in Santa Fe, says the New Mexican.
Iatereatlac Mens Gathered (rant All one mall clerk was killed and two in- dressed an important communication to begin business with $50,000 capital. ing
The matter was the object of informal
the World Coadeased jured. Several other persons wero
pari
to Cuba and arranged to send Secre J.P.Stone, president; B. Blacken- discussion for several hours, during
hurt, but not seriously.
ship, vice president, and S. A. Morris, which time the members expressed
lato Small Space for the
At Rushvllle, Ind., three men were taries Taft and Bonaparte to that is- cashier.
Beaeflt of Oar Reader.
their opinion, and it was finally rekilled by coming into contact with a land on Sunday to make a thorough In
Benjamin Traney was struck on the ferred to a committee. This commitPeruaal.
barbed wire, fence that had been ac- vestlgatlon of conditions there and back of the head at the American tee consists of Prof. Hiram Hadley, suLumber Company's mill at Albuquer perintendent of public instruction;
David M. James, a citizen of Anita, cidentally charged with electricity lend their influence to restore peace.
O. Tight, president of the.Unl-- . .
by a piece of heavy Pjof.-la., who is 90 years of age, has from the plant of a traction company.
part,
Following Is, in
President que, the 13th Inst.,.was
Versify--- ' of ' New" Mexico, and Prof.
be
timber,
fractured
and
his'skuil
hmneht suit for divorce from his
'
Secretary Bonaparte has ordered a Roosevelt' j letter:
died two hours after the accident.
Luther Foster, president of the New
wife Marie, who is yet in her teens,
court martial for Capt .Comly and
"Oyster Bay. Sept. 14
Rev. J. L. Shovely, pastor of St. Mexico College of Agriculture and Méthe cruiser Alabama
George,. A. JFuller, nominated by the Lieut. Presay-o- f
My Dear Senor Quesada: In this John's Methodist Church at Santa Fe, chale Arts.
New York independence League for for neglect of duty.
crisis in the affairs of the republic ot has resigned to accept the pastorate of
Without exception where the schools
James F. Devlin, a fireman on a Cuba, I write you, not merely because a Methodist Church at Geneseo, Illi- and colleges represented have already
state treasurer, has declined to run.
minister of Cuba accred nois, the pastor ot which, Rev. E. C. been operated the heads ot these Insti
After devoting a life time to the railroad at Escanaba, Mich., has re you are the government,
but because Anderson,
to this
at
has accepted the call to tutions reported a
study of leprosy, Eugene H. Plum- - ceived 975,000 for a patent steam lted
you and I were intimately drawn to
tendance. Professor Tight of the uniacher, American consul at Maracaibo, turbine marine engine. The North gether at the time when the United Santa Fe.
versity stated the enrollment at that
Venezuela, has made an exhaustive re German Lloyd Steamship company States Intervened in the affairs of
Suit has been filed at Albuquerque
institution this year la larger than
purchaser,
was
In
the
which
port to the state department
Cuba with the result of making her against the American Lumber Comever and the matter of accommodaTen persons In three different fam- - an independent nation. You know how pany for $15,000 damages by Ernest tions is developing Into a serious prob
he states his conviction that the dis- and where Hies Of Kalamazoo, Mich.; were pois- sincere my affection and admiration Lay, a bridge carpenter. Iay was lem. Professor Foster of the College
ease is not contagious,
and regard for Cuba are; you know working on a bridge being built on the of Agriculture and Méchale Arts said
proper food Is supplied to the patient, oned recently by eating dried beef.
that there has been a notable Increase
The World's Homeopathic congress that I have never done and never Zunl Mountain railway last November,
Is curable.
structure colwhen
young women students at that
session at At- - shall do anything in reference to Cuba lapsed the
Alva Adams, of Pueblo, has been re- - held a
derheavy
a
weight
of
from
the
save
regard
her
fcr
with
such
sincere
school.
The New Mexico Normal Unirecently.
N.
City;
J.,
nominated for governor of Colorado lantlc
rick and the man's back was sprained. versity at Las Vegas reopens for the
welfare.
Leyte Pulajanes recently made a
by the state democratic convention,
"Our intervention in Cuban affairs
Roswell was visited by a severe elec- fall term this week and it is expected
Mrs. Sarah Boatman, a. wealthy night attack on the camp of a de will only come If Cuba herself show
trical storm on the night of the 13th that the enrollment will also show a
Twenty-fourth
in
the
that she has fallen into the lnsurrec, Inst. Miss Pearl Cooley was sitting gain over last term.
widow of Chicago, has been reported tachment of
rouowing is a complete net oi me
missing by her family and foul play fantry, colored, and before being tionarv habit: that she 'lacks the;' self near an electric light bulb when a bolt
driven off. succeeded - In killing two restraint necessary to peaceful self- struck the wire. She was rendered applicants who were granted territois feared.
government and that her contending
rial teachers' certificates and the tinw
unconscious and remained in this conJudge J. H. Maxey, of Shawnee, has and wounding eight soldiers.
factions have plunged the country inte dition seven hours, her life being de- limit specified:
re
Jury
Chicago
grand
The
has
nom
being
first
the
the distinction of
anarchy.
Annie T. Aitken, East Las Vegas,
spaired of, but she finally regained conturned indictments against the di
lnee to the constitutional convention
five years' certificate.
"I solemnly adjure all Cuban patriots sciousness and showed signs of recovwrecked
Milwaukee
rectors of the
to band together, to sink all differ ery.
Raywond Edwin Cottingham, Ros
for Oklahoma.
which Paul 0. enees and personal ambitions, and to
well, five years' certificate, granted
W. A. S. Bird, of Kansas, has been Avenue State bank, of
John Whitehill, an old timer of conditionally.
Stensland was the president, charg- remember that the only way that they
elected president of the grand couning embezzlement in various amounts. can preserve the Independence of the Grant county, died at Deming after a
I. Loyola Dillon, East Las Vegas,
cil of the Improved Order of Redmen
republic is to prevent the necessity ol lingering illness of several weeks. Mr. five years' certificate.
robbing
Hotel
engaged
in
the
While
Senator Dick won his fight for the
outside Interference vby rescuing It Whitehill was a pioneer of southern
Hinda Barry Eskridge, Carlsbad,
chairmanship of the Ohio republican Hamilton in Wichita, Kan., Joseph from the anarchy of civil war.
New Mexico and served Grant county five years' certificate.
by
a
which
division
sheriff
before
as
the
state committee, in the hottest con Fitzpatrlck was shot and killed
govern
George Leonard Guy, East Las
"Under the treaty with your
vention held in Ohio in recent years, hackman who witnessed the affair ment I, as President of the United made Luna county from the southern Vegas, five years' certificate.
many
part
He
of
had
street.
Grant.
friends
from
the
States, have a duty in this matter
Ella E. Miller, Santa Fe, five years'
Capt. Eustace B. Rogers has been
In the peonage case now being tried which I cannot shirk. The third article in that vicinity. His remains were certificate.
of the
appointed paymaster-generCity
Silver
for
burial.
to
Paul A. Marcellino, Socorro, life cer
at Cape Girardeau, Mo., negro wit of that treaty expllclty confers upon taken
navy by the president.
by the Smith the United States the right to Inter
The following New Mexico postmas- tificate.
Col. Culver C. Sniffen has been ap- nesses who were held
vene for the maintenance in Cuba ol ters have been appointed: Russia
Winifred Martin, Silver City, five
pointed paymaster-genera- l
of the family tell of the brutality of their a, government adequate for the protecOtero county, William H. Clow, vice years'- certificate'.
alleged
employers
them
who
forced
army to succeed Gen. Dodge, retired
tion of life, property and individual lib- F. M. Bradford, resigned; Embudo,'1
Phyllis Lee" tiisbet, RoHwell, five
erty. The treaty: :cohferrlng this right Rio Arriba county, George P. Rpdd, years' certificate.
William J. TBrvan will speak at to work under armed guards.
The attempt to amend 4 he constitu
Is the supreme law of the land and vice G. L. Safford, resigned; Lincoln,
Kansas City, Mo., September 29.
n
Improved Order of
furnishes me with the right and the Lincoln county, Clara S. B. Halstead,
B'a Santa Fe Excursions.
William J. Bryan received a tremen tion of the
means of fulfilling the obligation that vice C. J. Weldman, resigned; Glor
to exclude liquor dealers, saloondous ovation at St. Louis recently
hundred people were visitors
Five
protect
American inter leta, Santa Fe county,
gamblers I am under to
professional
Walter M. Sunday afternoon and evening in Santa
where he addressed 12,000 persons In keepers and
ests. The Information at hand shows Taber, vice C. H. John, resigned.
from the order was defeated.
Fe, having come on special
trains
the Coliseum.
that the social bonds throughout the
A fire in East St. Louis destroyed
rom Albuquerque and Antonlto, one
An Albuquerque dispatch of the 12th
Representative
Lit
Gov. Cobb and
Island have been so relaxed that life,
In Maine a sales stable and the St. Clair hotel. property and Individual liberty are no Inst, says: Dr. Elmer Bllnn of Kelly, via the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
tlefield were each
Thirty guests in the hotel escaped longer safe. I have received authentic Socorro county, while en route to railway and the other over the Denby greatly reduced pluralities.
Rio Giande railroad says the
with only their night clothes. Thirty- - information of Injury to and destruc Chloride yesterday In a buggy, lost ver
been
Lieut. Gen. H. C. Corbln has
control of his horses, which became New Mexican of the 11th Inst. While
my
two
were
is
in
mules
property.
incinerated.
American
tion
of
It
retired, having reached the age limit
frightened by lightning and dashe'l most ol the excursionists were drawn
In order to guard against any judgment imperative for the sake ol
here by the baseball games they had
rapidly down the mountainside, throw
of 64 years. Gen. Corbin entered the
Immediate
be
an
Cuba
there
shall
that
drunken demonstrations on Mexican
ing Dr. Bllnn violently to the ground ampie time in the evening In which to
army as a second lieutenant in 18C2.
arsome
of
hostilities
and
cessation
Independence day, September 16, the
He go to the principal places of Interest
rangement which will secure the per and rendering him unconscious.
Mrs. Elizabeth Blair Lee, widow jf mayor
every city throughout the
of
by in the capital.
lying
day
was
found
In
later
the
pacification
of
Silver
island.
manent
the
at
died
Lee
Rear Admiral S. P.
Tho Albuquerque
excursion was
to
close
ordered
country
been
se
all
has
roadside,
unconscious
and
the
secre
am
sending
to
I
Havana
the
sisSpring, Md., recently. She was a
rlously wounded, and brought to Mag given under the auspices of the New
saloons in his territory.
tary
war,
Mr.
the
assistant
and
of
Taft,
ter to Montgomery and Gen. Francis
The steamer Prince Adelbert recent secretary of state, Mr. Bacon, as the dalena. It Is feared that his injuries Mexico Territorial 'Fair Association,
and the passengers wore cardboard
P. Blair.
may prove fatal.
Morocco, having on special representatives of the governn
grain deal ly left Tangier,
M. E. Buff, a
badces' fastened to lapels or corsage.
O. Stensland, president of ment, who will render such aid as Is
being
mani
is
Paul
Considerable
board
Interest
one side was a picture appropriate
On
er with Interests in Omaha and Kan- the wrecked Milwaukee-AvenuState possible toward these ends. I had fested In the baby show which will be to the fair and on the othor this lesas City, Js dead at his home in Ne bank.
hoped that Mr. Root, the secretary ol one of the feature attractions at tha
gend:
"23.
Skidoo to Albuquerque.
state, could have stopped in Havana
braska City, Neb.
annual New Mexico Ter New Mexico Annual Territorial Fair.
Robbers broke Into the bank of on his return from South America, bul twenty-sixtAlbuquer
D.
held
Dozler,
be
to
at
L.
ritorial
Fair
and
R.
Francis
David
Sol Luna, President."
Sept.
Akeley, Minn., recently and succeeded
seeming imminence of the crisis que, September 17th-Z2The baby The AlbuquerqueanB were also accomwho are In Europe to present Worlds lu carrying away $10,000 in currency. the
delay.
forbids
further
program
on
next
show
for
is
the
the
furfair medals to foreign monarchs, were
Lieut. R. E. Treadwell, of the Phil
"Through a desire in this way tc to the last day of the celebration and panied by a brass band which
nished music on the trip and gave an
received In audience recently by King ipplne scouts has been killed by Pula communicate with the Cuban govern
place
on
grounds.
will take
Four Impromptu concert at the baseball
the
Frederick, of Denmark.
ment and with the Cuban people, I am teen prizes have been offered for the grounds.
Janes near Barauen.
:
you
copy
thU
of
a
accordingly
sending
Mrs. Mary A. Bigly, mother of Mrs.
prettiest babies on exhibition at cer
A Joint conference
of cattlemen's
The Albuquerque
excursion
train
presented
to
President
be
to
letter
Ohio
Cassia L. Chadwick, now in the
tain ages and there is no doubt but consisted of six conches and was
organizations is to be held In Kan
penitentiary on a charge of bank sas City on October 9 to further the Palma, and have also directed its Im that there will be a large number of drawn by two monster locomotives.
yours,
Sincerely
publication.
entries. Santa Fe New Mexican.
wrecking, died recently at her home cause of reciprocity for the benefit of mediate
The Antonito excursion train also
"THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
In Woodstock, Ont.
According to the Blsbee Review, the consisted of six coaches and the exindustry.
live
stock
the
the
Quesada,
"Senor Don Gonzalo De
- V
Lantry-SharpConstruction Company cursion was given by the baseball club
The Cuban congress in special ses Cuban Minister."
Mlaerllaaeaaa.
has been awarded the contract to of thut city.
Palma
granted
President
sion
has
Moody
It is estimated that the two crowds
Attorney
General
has
build 300 miles of the Southern Pa
fullest authority and the free use
McKINLEY MONUMENT.
clflc from Cochise, Arizona, to Du were about evenly divided as to numbrought suit In the federal courts to the public
suppressing
the
funds in
rango, Colorado, passing through west bers. The hotels, . restaurants, and
recover lands in Utah held by the of
present insurrection.
McKlnley and San Juan drug stores did a.lnjit) office business
In Midst of a Most Jerrlflc ern Socorro..
Unveiled
Utah Fuel company, alleging that the
Attorney .GeneraKHaoley, . of - Mis
counties:- - ' The" railroad "lii Itself will as long as the excursionists remained
'
landsr-wwa- ,
Crush."
secured fraudulently.
of in town.
do wonders for the development
souri,' jbas ' secured - from H. Clay
mud, sand and Pierce an admission on the witness . Columbus, Ohio.
A seaof
With a panic western New Mexico, but It will re
Indians Resist an Official.
stones' swept down upon the town stand that the majority stock of the threatened in a crowd estimated at
sult especially In the establishment of
people surging about the stand prosperous coal mining towns an
ship of Kwareli in .the district ot Waters-Pierc- e
C. J.
A Santa Fe dispatch says:
Oil company Is owned
erected In the capítol grounds, frantic camps in the three counties named Crandall, superintendent ot the NorthTelaw in the Caucasus, burying 255 by the Standard Oil company,
to secure a glimpse of Mrs. Nicholas Surely, New Mexico is growing and
persons alive.
of the United States
Two violent and seemingly distinct Longworth, the President's daughter, advancing right along. Santa Fe New ern Pueblos and
Industrial school at Manta Fe, has reTyro, Kansas, has a contract for storms visited Johnson county, Ne- the exercises arranged for the dedi- Mexican.
quester- Assistant United States Attornatural gas at two cents a thousand braska recently resulting in the death cation of the McKlnley monument
ney D. J. Leahy to proceed in the
' An excellent
archaeological
of
bit
which is believed to be the cheapest of four persons and the fatal Injury were suddenly terminated Friday after
States Court against the
been doen for the Bureau o United
has
work
on record.
to two others. Much property was noon after the statue of the martyred Ethnography by Edgar L. Hewett in governor and other officials of the"
All peace negotiations have been damaged.
President had been hurriedly unveiled Bulletin 32 Antiquities of the Jemez pueblo of Santo Domingo,
SanThe prompt ac
by Mrs. Longworth.
suspended in Cuba and what prac
doval county, for reH'stlng a United
Plateau, New Mexico. (Government
One hundred and twenty sailors of
arrangements
on
committee
of
the
tically amounts to martial law has the United States cruiser Denver were tion
Office, Washington), not the States officer. Recently there has been
most fortunate, for Printing
been proclaimed by President Palma, landed In Havana recently for the was regarded as
of which Is that it is illness of a serious tiid contagious namerit
least
beyond
was
control,
th?
and
the crowd
pages, exclusive of ture among the children of the pueblo,
Tha commissioner of the general purpose of protecting American citi shrieking of women and children who limited to fifty-si- r
and Dr. S. M. Clnie of Bernalillo was
land office has decided to invite zens and their property. Marines were caught In the crush was rapidly plates and maps. It is in 'substance a sent bv Superintendent Crandall to the
catalogue
descriptive
of everything of
comprised
for
sealed bids
the lands
from the gunboat Marietta were also working the crowd into a frenzy.
in an important district of the pueblo to examine I be sixty children
Many women fainted and were car- interest
in iho famous big pasture in Okla landed at Ctenfuegos.
not in school away from the reserva"pueblo" country, and its brevity
ried- out of the crowd by the police.
.When Dr. Claikc arrived a se- -'
homa of which there are about 500,
After having traveled, around tho Two were so badly, hurt that they had Inverse ratio to the labor of explora tion.
cret ceremonial dance was In progress
000 acres.'
world a fugitive from Justice for to be removed in an ambulance. Both tion and the careful research of the and he was ordered out of the village
More than a score of indictments nearly a year, Granville M. Gwyn
author. It is a model for similar pub
will recover.
despite his protest. The authorities
lications.
have been returned by the grand Jury former cashier of the bank of Haytl
were determined to compel the Indians
The program of exercises which had
Chicago
against Paul O. Stensland, Mo., who left a shortage of $17,021 been arranged for the unveiling of the
at
An Albuquerque dispatch of the stii to respect United States officials, the
president, and Henry W. Herlng", has returned and voluntarily .given monument was carried out at Me Inst, says: Hon. Silas Alexander,
Santo Domingans being the most obpracticing attorney . of streperous in thut respect among the
cashier, of the wrecked Milwaukee himself up to the autnoriues,
morlal hall at night.
Hlllsboro, Sierra county, died there pueblos.
Avenue State bank.
The scientists of tho agricultural
Thursday night, after a year's Illness,
In a harmonious and enthusiastic department have demonstrated that
To Bar Diseased 8tock.
His
with a complication of diseases.
Santa Fe Has Hopes.
convention In New York the Inde
there is profit in making alcohol from
burial took place at Hlllsboro yester
C.
C.
Dr.
Lamb,
state
Denver.
the
pendence league nominated a full the waste material of corn canneries,
rumor is being revived, says
old
An
terwas
day
deceased
The
afternoon.
surgeon,' has been requested
New Mexican, the tine of the Goulds
slate ticket with William R. Hearst Fifteen gallons have been secured veterinary
by tho Colorado Cattle and Horse ritorial secretary under the admlnls- the
to acquire the Santa Fe Central railat the bead for governor.
from a ton of cobs.
Growers' Association to draw up a plan tatlon of Governor Prince. He served way, and to
build a connection from
After electing officers and choosing
After a protracted conference with which will prevent the Importation a term as prosecuting attorney of the
Roswell, to the Texas
Atlantic City, N. J., as the next meet Secretaries Taft and Bonaparte and into the state, ot diseased breeding Socorro district. After leaving the of Torrcnce via
Pacific, in Texas, thus placing Santa
years
In
law
practiced
fice
he
several
of
and
numbers
place,
Great
stock.
cattle
ing
the national convention of Acting Secretary of State Bacon Pres
Socorro, and afterwards took up bW Fe on a main trunk line from the
Hoo Hoos in session at Oklahoma ldent Roosevelt has addressed a let hogs have been imported Into' Colorado
residence
in Hlllsboro. On several oc Northwest and Denver t Galveston or
year.
and th9 numbers Increase each
City, Ok., adjourned. A. C. Ramsey, ter to the Cuban minister at Wash
name was prominently somo other seaport on the gulf,, with
his
casions
Stock
Inspection,
of St. Louis, was elected snark ot ington making known the policies of The State Board of
In
connection with presiden the probability of a division point and
mentioned
of which Dr. Lamb Is at the bead, will
the uniyeje. .
the administration regarding the pres- probably adopt rules for the close In tlal appointment for governor ot the shops being located at Santa Fe. This
President Roosevelt has sent Sec ent situation In the island. The pres spectlon of such cattle and hogs, and territory- - He came to this territory time the rumor has official backing by
retary Taft and Acting Secretary Ba- Ident says that unless the Cubans lm thus keep out the dreaded tuberculo from Pennsylvania, and was about fif a Gould railway officer. It Is besides a
very logical proposition and unless
years old.
His widow.
con to Cuba to make a thorough in mediately show ability to maintain or sis and hog cholera Dr.- Lamb says
obstructions are placed in
vestlgatlon of the conditions and lend der the United States will be com that the board will do everything in its daughter of Rev. Bias Chaves of this the way Santa Fe will soon come into
" their influence to a restoration of peace Celled to take control under the power to carry out the scheme pro city, and several children survive him Its own, as far as population, wealth
The Pecos Valley Fair will be held
posed.
;
In the Island.
and prosperity are concerned.
Piatt amendment.
Roswell, September 25th to 28th
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Í

FOUND.

AWFUL

PSORIASIS

35 YEARS.

Value of Mexican Product Estimated Terrible Scaly Humor In Patcheé All
?ver the Body Skin Cracked and
at Many Millkint.'
Bleeding Cured by Cuticura.
' Mexico City, Méx. A'
laks of quick
"I was afflicted with psoriasis for
Silver, covering' aa area of inore than
thirty-fivyears. It was in patches
t"tl!r'ee acres, and liavln? a depth rang-'jiiall over my body. I used three cakes
frora 10 to 50 feet, has been
In the mountains of the state of Cuticura Soap, 6lx' boxes of Oint,of ,Vera Cruz. Tlio valuo of the ment and two bottles of Resolvent
; lrqduct
is estimated at many millions In thirty days twas completely cured,
and I think permanently, as it was
i, of dollars.
was about five years ago. The psoriasis
The news of
brought to this city by C. A. Uungl, a first made its appearance in red spots,
refutable miring man, who declares generally forming a circle, leaving in
v' fie was
suffering from mercurial poi- the center a spot about the size of a
soning from having spent much time Bllver dollar of sound flesh. In a short
tho .extent, of the lake time the affected circle would form
. , Investigating
contact, with the quick-- i a heavy dry scale of a whtte silvery
.atjd.
coming
in
,
, silver.
Ho went to Santa Rosalia appearance and wouíd gradually drop
..sp.ring3, in the, '.ato of- Chihuahua, off. To remove the entirescales by
'where he took a course of treatment bathing or using oil to soften' thém
' for his ailment.
He returned to Mex- - the flesh would be perfectly raw, and
a, light discharge of bloody substance
fully
leo City seviar days
would ooze out.
That scaly Cfü3t
in health. " '
hours.
Mr. Buhgl interested' F. I.angerwall, would form again In twenty-fou- r
,(
wealthy, ,'b
iron., manufacturer of It was worse on my arm3 and ..limbs,
Sweden, who is no- - ia Mexico on although it was In spots all over my
.business, and J. K Feelin, of New body, also on my scalp.-- If I let the
'York, .who accompanied Ilungl to the scales remain too long without removi utate of Vera Cruz and proved
the ing by bath or otherwise, the skin
would crack and bleed. I suffered intruth of his discovery.
This íake of n'iitckailver has been tense Itching, worse at nights, after
.known to the Indians of that locality getting warm in bed, or blood warm
.'jorjmany generations. It is situated by exercise, when it would be almost
,far up in t,he mautnains, la an almost unbearable. W. M. Chidester, Hutchinaccessible position. Its .surface 13 inson, Kan., April 20, 1905."
.iu;-ilcovered by. stone3. lb is beScandal Spoiled.'
lieved that volcanic action In the
"Didn't you hear about It?" said
r
above smelted the
out of tho 'cinnabar ore,- - and Kidder. "Deacon Goodley came home
that It ran down and filled this de- barreled the other evening"."
"Alia!" exclaimed the gossip, degression.
lightedly.
"I always thought there
Langerwall and Feelin. have agreed
to provide the capital for tho opera- was some hypocrisy In that 'old fel,.tion of-- tho rich find., A tuunel will low's temperance
"Oh! no, he simply was .swimming
be driven through this base of the
mountain and the quicksilver, will ba in the creek, and some tramp stole
brought down by means of gravity. his clothes."
'

e

-

DYKS color
PUTNAM FADKLKSS
more goods, per package, than others, and
the colors are brighter and faster.

There ought to be some method of
restraining people who dodge in order
to avoid getting what Is coming to
them.
That an article may be good as wall
as cheap, and give entire satisfaction,
is proven by the extraordinary sale of
Defiance Starch, each package conmore Starch thin
d
taining
can be had of any other brand for the

LI

and consider
risH POMMEL
BR ANXJOJLÍ

IVft

Ki.L.iC
IIKE ALL

IK

'?V O"
-rr-r.-

'

Starch, like everything else, Is being constantly Improved, the ' patent
Starches put on the market 25 years
Man Able to Talk Makes Odd Record ago are very different and Inferior to
in an Almshouse.
those of the present day. In the latest discovery Defiance Starch all InYork,
for 12 years, never jurious chemicals are omitted, while
having bqen known to utter a word the addition of another Ingredient, Induring all that time, is the record of vented by us, gives to the Starch a
Jerome Wills, an Inmate of the coun- strength and Fmoothness never apty almshouse. Wills is 60 years old, proached by other brands.
and is the son of a man who 1s said
to have been one of the richest in
Tank Wasn't Filled.
Adams county. Wilis has full powef
"I want to see your tank," said
;of speech, and Is apparently sound the waterworks man at the kitchen
mentally, yet for 12 years he has held door.
lils tongue.
"Then you'll have to come around
He was admitted to the almshouse
after midnight," answered Mrs.
20 years ago, and showed no disinclisavagely.
"He's never home
nation to talk until after he had been at this time o' day." Cleveland
in the Institution about seven years, Leader.
when It was noticed that he was beMm.
Soothing Syrup.
coming taciturn and noncommunlca-tive- . Fnr clillihen Winiilon'i
Irftuinir, toriviiN the uunu, relitppn In.
ü&u a JhiUim.
Then he stopped talking alto- Itfcimualiun Alia) I
gether. Efforts to get him to talk
Never judge a man's worth by the
made by stewards, attendants and
taxes he pays.
physicians havj repeatedly failed.
Wills spends his, time In strolling
.along the corridors'.pr sitting on a
bench.. His head.-ialways, bowed,
as though he were In deep study.
. When
his fellow- inmates address
liim or physicians or attendants speak
' to him ho receives their salutations
"in silence.When approached by visitors lié will refrvht to hls"' robm and
close 'tho door after "Win.
SILENT

FOR DOZEN
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Edga Jlna

cannolDe equaiienaianjpfice
To

Slut Dnlrn :
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Job.
W. U Dong-las- '
blrtg Houm la the moat
completa In this country

Undjar

CataUO)

CO.

SHOES FOB EVERYBODY AT ALL PEICEá.
Kan' Bboem, 5 to fl.BO. Boya' Shoca,
u i.du.
woman'! enoea, v-tol.Bo.
to tl.OO.
Mjtuoa' A ChUdrim'a enooa,

ia

Try W. I ltouglaa Women's, filiase moa
Children' ahoea lo tj le, nt ana wear
they Kcol other make.
If I could take you into my lafxo

ñ

7s

IE
i

For Infants and Children.

jt.x;,,.,iii..

ruT:,,

vii

The Kind You Have
Always Bought
rreparalionror

AVfcgctaUe

ihcfoodandGegula-linLhc Stomachs

g

Bears the

2SS2.

Wherever you live, you can obtain W. L.
Douglas ahoea. Hl name and price Is itamped
on the bottom, which protects you agalnat high
price and Interior tnoes. Take no euMto
Ak your dealer for W. L. Douglas shoe
and Inilat upon having them.
fait volar t ' "'" I '"'V ot"or wtor trassy.
styles.
Write for Illustrated uuaiof
W. U DOLIOLAS, DepU 12, brockton, Mae.'

tur.

.

it- -

Signature

Promotes

Digcslion.Cheerrur-nessaruJItestContai-

nellher

IsotHarcotic.
Alx.Smn

j4mteSd
flwrmort

AW

of

1

norIiiicraL

Opium.Morpliine

W

1

'
-

Pa.-rSil- ent

rmird.tuatr
HáUmym norm

,

factories at Brockton, Mass., and shw
you how carefully W.L. Douglasshoes
are made, you would then understand
why they hold their 8 nape, itt ceuer,
wear longer, and are of greater value
(han any other make.
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ard Bowels of

YEARS.
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Gilt
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$4
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quick-'silve-
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WORLD

BEST IN
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Discharges Cargo by Electricity.
UI STICKT0THE
SIGN OFTHE FISH
For the first time in the history of
AJTOWia
'stSEl T0Sr
the port of London a cargo of tea has
been discharged by ' electricity," the
Huntsman, of the Harlson line, havstarching
ing discharged such a cargo by sys- DEFIANCE STARCH for
llnest linean
tem of continuous rollers worked by
W. N. U., DENVER, NO. 38, 1906.
electricity in the London docks..
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Aperfecl Remedy

forConslipa-fion- ,

su

Sour Stomach.Diarrhoca
Worms .Convulsions
nnd

.Feverish-nes-

s

jf'
VjP

Loss of Sleep.

Use
For Over
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Soothed by Baths with

AUTO HELPS FALSE HAIR TRADE.

'Sippresilon ''of' Convents

In

'

And gentle applications of Cuti-

France

Diminishes Supply Cioníiderab'ly-

HÁOYfHEY

Paris. According to the Eclair,, at
the human. hair marketuheld annually
at Llmorgeg, this..jf jvrX offerings were
worth SüOO.OOO. One dealer alone on
,tha first ,'day 'ioY the,'1 sala1 'purchased
worlhjTiie layéfage price per
i JVSOO,
.

'

,

kilogramme .wa-- ,u'.',;Young glrls'ln
tho. districts wlvire .travelers for ,halr
dealers make their rounds are perfect-- '
ly well aware of the value of their hair
ánd no longer exchange it for a f.chu
or a boa or' two or 'three meters of
muslin.
'
The Increase Jn tlio demand is ex-- .
rijalned by tlip fact that fashionable
women wear inorj false hair than for-- i
nierly. This Is due to the development
of automoblling and the suppression of
:

j

hats

In

theaters.

One chief cause of the diminution
of the supply is the suppression of the
convents. These were, one of the main
sources of supply. There Is, however,
no danger of a hair famine, as Italy
could furnish much more hair than It
docs at present, and China and the
East furnish an inexhauttble field.
Cure for Whooping Cough.
Irwin, Pa. The "itilne cure" for
whooping cough among small children
Is attracting attention In this section,
where the disease Is almost epidemic.
in one caso a Jeannette father dally
old baby girl
takes his
down Into the Penn mine. He remains halt an hour, comes to the surface for the same space of time, and
.again goes down and remains another
hair hour. This will be repeated dally
for two weeks. The child has a
case, and from a fit of coughing goes Into spasms.
A ' Pittsburg
physician recommended the "mine
cure" ns the only profitable relief, and
after a few days' trial a change for
the better was noticed.
se-ve-

,

cura, the great Skin Curo, and
purest and sweetest of emollients.

-

9

O

as with joyous hearts and smiling faces they romp and play when In health and.
'.how conducive to health the games in which they indulge, the outdoor life they
enjoy, the cleanly, regular habits they should be taught to form and the wholesome
diet of which. they should partake. , How tenderly their health should be preserved,
hot by constant medication, but by careful avoidance of every medicine of an injurious or objectionable nature, and if at any time a remedial agent is required, to assist
nature, only those "of known excellence should be used; remedies which are pure
and wholesome and truly beneficial in effect, like the pleasant laxative remedy,
Syrup of Figs, mar.ic'actured by the California Fig Syrup Co. Syrup of Figs has
come into general wvor in many millions of well informed families, whose estimate
of its quality and excellence is based upon personal knowledge and use.
Syrup of Figs has also met with the approval of physicians generally, because,
they know it is wholesome, simple and gentle in its action. We inform all reputable physicians as to the medicinal principles of Syrup of Figs, obtained, by an
original method, from certain plants known to them to act most beneficially and
presented in an agreeable syrup in which the wholesome Californian blue figs are
used to promote the pleasant taste; therefore it is not a secret remedy and hence
we are free to refer to all well informed physicians, who do not approve of patent
medicines and never favor indiscriminate
Please to remember and teach your children also that the genuine Syrup of Figs
always has the full name of the Company California Fig Syrup Co. plainly
printed on the front of every package and that it is for sale in bottles of one size
only. If any dealer offers any other than the regular Fifty cent size, or having
printed thereon the name of any other company, do not accept It. If you fail to get
the genuine you will not get its beneficial effects. Every family should always have
a bottle on hand, as It Is equally beneficial for the parents and the children,
IV whenever a laxative remedy is required.

For summer rashes; irritations,
itchings, dialings, sunburn, bites
vand stings of insects, tired, aching
muscles and joints, as well as for
preserving, purifying; and 'beautifying the skin, scalp, hair arrd
hands, Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
:
Ointment are Priceless. ' '
'
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THE YOUNG COW.

THE NEW RADIUM SILKS.

Judgment as to Her Value as a Milker

They Are of the Most Exquisite Tones
nd Fine Texture.

Should Not Be Passed Too Early.

Radium silk has finally "arrived."
The young cow Is an unknown quantity. No man living can tell the first Somewhat slow have we been to take
year whether a cow is worth little or up this soft, exquisitely toned matemuch. Some of the cows that have rial which has had .such vogue In Paris
The test
produced such small quantities of milk for the last few months.
and butter fat that their owners have gowned among our women have alCOW. y
FOR
thoupht It wise to sell them have In ready learned the charm for dainty,
later years developed Into remarkable dressy costumes, but the fall and win
cow Is a nuisance. milkers. This
Thñ
fact Is not only known ter promises for it a regular furore.
A correfipondent of the Montreal Her- to individual
Surely, there are few fabrics that
farmers, but has been
ald his this to say about preventive demonstrated at our experiment sta- can better stand popular favor. There
I have tried the spiked tions.. At the Michigan
methods:
station one is a delicacy, luster and wonderful
halter and the neck cradle, but have young cow that was a very small pro- color to the radium silks that make
found that a determined cow was ducer of milk and butter fat, and had them peculiarly satisfying to a refined
equal .to circumventing either device. more of the beef form than the dairy taste.
I have a cow now that has smashed form,, in subsequent years greatly
Akin to the best foulards and the
up two neck cradles and to which a changed her characteristics. As she liberty gauzes is it, with the best qualsplkei halter proved useless, but since grew older the beef form largely dis- ities of both.
Heavier and finer
but since using the contrivance on appeared, and her form took on the weaves than the latter, it has all its
her nose she finds it absolutely Impos- wedge-shappeculiar to the dairy graceful cllnginess, with greater durasible to suck herself, and I find the cow. She became a producer of milk bility, while the softness and simple
In such Immense quantities and of patterns of the former are enhanced
such richness that she obtained a na by a high sheen, caused by being
woven of organzlne so fine that the
tional reputation.
In the early days of the Babcock single thread is barely visible.
But the chief beauty of the radium
test, many farmers disposed of young
cows on the presumption that the test silks is their opalescent coloring, so in
the flrt year had shown about what describably lovely. A pink will havo
the cows would do In subsequent the soft blush of the heart of a shell;
the tint of the sky shining through a
years. It was not long, however, before the professors of dairying and fleeting cloud on a sunny day is seen
dairy experts everywhere began to in the blues, while the lavenders,
greens, yellows, even' the darker
To Keep Cow from Sucking.
advlso the farmers against the practice. The young cow, If poorly fed, colors, have all the soft undertone that
benefit In the milk pall. The device will develop but slowly (or not at all) gives them a beautiful iridescent
is veiy simple and does not hinder into a good cow. It with her the old
With all its softness of texture, this
the animal from feeding in the pas- practico is followed of giving her only
ture. It consists of two pieces of Iron dry forage In winter and nothing but silk does not wrinkle easily. This pe(1) and a small piece of wood (2). pastu.'e grass in summer, It Is
.adapts It for the elaborate
doubt culiarly
gowns for afternoon and evening wear,
The Iron is Bhaped like the orlnary ful If she will develop her full capac
"humbug" to fit Into the nostrils and ity for milk giving before she is seven for which it is chiefly, indeed, one
the lower ends are .screwed firmly to or eight years of age. If, however. might say, exclusively, used.
For ordinary everyday purposes the
the wood. When fixed In the animal's she is fed a good ration and one in ac..nostrils the wood hangs down Aver cordance with the best scientific radium silk, lovely as it Is, would
her Hps and prevents any attempt to methods, she will develop about her scarcely prove satisfactory, even in
take the teat In her mouth. I have full capacity by the time she is four the darker tones; but, made up over
found It an absolute preventative and or five years of age. It will take about a material that takes the strain a
don't think there can be any better three years of milking, says the Farm- taffeta, for instance it is very desirable. It cleans as well as-- crepe de
contrivance of a simple nature.
era' Review, to show what she
chine,
washed, with
worth in any case. Our advice con great and may even be
This'
soapsuds.
pure
care,
in
a
FARAFINING CHEE3E.
cernlng the young cow is to give her
process, however, is not advised,
a bountiful supply of feed, balancing latter
as the material is apt to pull with rubIt Must Not Be Done Until the Cheese up thu concentrated foods with a large
bing.
rough
hay
as
feeds,
Done
Shrinking.
quantity of
Has
such
Whatever the lasting qualities of
or silage, so that she will, not overeat.
largely deParafinlng Is a profitable process, There is no danger of an animal over this silk after all, that is
pendent on the wearer herself Its
and is not likely to be abandoned. eating It the bulky foods are in sufll
beauty is undeniable.
Whether in the
But there are things about It that clent proportion. Danger only comes exquisite pastel
evening, shell
for
tints
must be learned. One of these Is that when she is allowed to eat a quantity or rose pink, maize,
bluet or turquoise,
must not be parafined too of concentrated foods, or when she Is faint pinkish
chee
lavenders, sea green or
quickly after coming from the hoops. given an unlimited quantity of green
champagne
In the deeper toned
or
In that case the shrinking of
the alfalfa, which Is excessively rich in dove and silver grays,
French and
cheese afterwards causes the parafine nitrogen.
navy blue, a bright dark heliotrope,
to crack and the air gets into the
soft yellow browns and tans, or warm,
A SANITARY MILK STRAINER.
cracks and of course quickly dries out
rich olive a shade, byjthe way, that
the cheese in spots. After coming
promises to be very good this fall
Is
Impor
straining
of
milk
Careful
from the hoops the cheese should be
the plain radium silks have a chart i
permitted to remain uncoated for tant i.' It is to be gotten to the dairy of coloring rarely seen.
very
dif
One
condition.
best
tin
about a week, according to
says the
of some cheesemakers. The ficulty with many strainers,
SEEN IN THE SHOPS.
parafinlng of cheese, says Farmers' Farm and Home, Is they are hard to
very
unsanitary.
The
and
clean
to
save the loss (rom
Review, Is
A beautiful set of crystal tumblers',
shrinkage. Probably the cheese is
quite high, were decorated nearly tha
bolter tor retaining this moisture, as
full length with fern leaves cut quita
a dry cheese is not so desirable as a
deep.
moist one. It is probable that the
ripening will go on more uniformly
An anteseptlc drinking cup, folded si
.in a moist cheese than In a dry one
une can carry it in the pocket.
close
more
curing
will
be
taxi that the
SELF-SUCKIN-

e

I would not enter on my list of
Glass Building Works.
The making of Rlass bricks for build
Fiends the man who needlessly sets
ings as well as iYing has become a
foot upon a worm. Cowper.
recognized European, industry. The
Germans have carried the Invention
WRECK
A NERVOUS
further than anybody else. In Ham
burg glass walls are erected wnere
light is needed, yet where, by polico
Mrs. Green Gained 28 Pourds and regulations, walls mimt be Doin wiu- Recovered Her Health by Taking
dowless and fireproof. These bricks
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills.
are translucent, admitting light, but
General debility is a term that covers permitting no view of the interior.
no
is
multitude of cases where there
acute disease, yet the pntient continues
Mexico's Marvelous Cacti.
to lose strength and the doctor s mediMexico has a cactus which grows
cines have no apparent effect. This is toothpicks; another, ribbed and thickly
the decline that leads to death if means set with toothpick spines wnicn
are not fouud to check it. In a great
the native with combs; there is
majority of enses Dr. Williams' Pink another castus, the long curved spines
Pills will check it and restore üenitn ana of which resemble fishhooks; mere is
strength becnuse they actually make new another which Is an almost perfect Im
blood and so send renewed vitality to itation of a sea urchin; sua anomer
vm-resembles a porcupine; there Is still
nvmui and tissue of the body.
which la
Mrs. 8. A. ureen, vimse address is another covered with red hair
cactus.
Box 29, R. F. D. No. 4, Franklin, Ga., nicknamed, the
savs: "For three and a half years I
"How do you find business?"
suffered with weakness and nervousHe asked of the rising
ness. coinilicntcd with stomach trouble.
Young merchant. He answered
At times I was confined to my bed for
Deriods ranging from three weeks to two
"By good advertising."
mouths aud was under the physician's
cara most of the tune for three years.
I.EARN EXPERT SHORTHAND
do not know the canse of my trouble but
New. quick method; ,15 to $25 'PosileaHon free, rernin
tion guaranteed.
I was prostrated with weakness and,
I took a Brent deal of medicine Business College. Denver.
nothing seemed to give me strength. At
Even a graceful man looks ridiculous
times my stomnch hurt me something
attempts to pat himself on tho
fearful and my head often troubled me. when he
I was sleepless and what sleep I did get back.

--

DAIRY NOTES.
Begin to feed those that are to be

ti rnsd

off.

seldom pays to feed old animals
fcr profit.
No'v is the time to put old animals
In r.onditlon to sell.
Vs) the test and know which are
tte best. Don't guess at It.
The best time to fatten is In warm
wua'iher; the best way, a little grain

It

Milk Strainer.

-

íur-nlsh-

"

did not refresh me.
' When I began taking Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills. I weighed but 104 pounds,
I knew I was so bud that a few doses
would not enre me and I had patience.
Soon the pills began to give me streugth,
my blood got in better condition, I could
sleep wellatnightandhelpsome with the
housework. Now I weigh 130 pounds and
think nothing of walking half a mile.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills have done won-defor me and the neighbors all know
this statement is true. "
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills are sold by all
druggists, or will be sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, 50 cents per box,
six boxes $3.50, by the Dr.Williams Med
icine Co., Schenectady, jn. x .

The millionaire who is compelled to
subsist on crackers and milk finds it
easy to believe that poor people eat too

rs

much meat.
my $1 Hani
Writ for cloth umplri ofRude.
tna little
Tailored Hull", marte liyfit- I. Denver.
Curtí
and
tailor, lilh

One good thing about having poor r
lations is It makes you feel so virtuous
to give them wornout clothes you can t

gr.

Known malí
RKPAIUH of
A.
of alova, iurnace or ranae.
1 liona US.
ISS1 Lawrence. Denver.

AGE
comes all too quickly to
her who suffers from the

rtk

('a.

J. H. WILSON STOCK SADDLES
your dealer tor them. Take no other.

rS?us

BROWN PALACE HOTEL

European Hlnn. S1.60 and toward.

iiirmnilál unilCC
depot.
Went.

Two

DKSVKR.

lucka from union
Th. km 2 iter day hotel In the
American plan.

Oxford Hotel

Denver. One block from Union Depot,
C. II. MORSE. Mgr.
Fireproof.
MEN AND TIUYS to learn plumb-I- I
clarea; p:
nu trnilc; day and nlrht arltnlur-FhindmltKd to unicn; Hie
uperlHl late for 31 ilava: Ihe wny to
.urrfs: cntnl'.itiio frf C'd'irndn N'h;wl Practical Plumbing, 1013-5- 1 Araiiiiliiw Kt., D'lver.

WINE

UJIUTCfl
A".

Itl

raduute

OF

RELIEF
relieves female pain, cores female diseases. "I was scanty,
had numb feelings, and was
terribly nervous every month,
hut Cardut has made me feel
so much better," writes Mrs.
J. Brandenburg, of Huntington, W.Va. Try it.
WOMAN'S

At all Druggists.

E. E. BURLINGAME
ASSAY

OFFICE

&

CO.,

-- KSf.Ry

Established in Colorado, 1866. Sample by mail or
exprem will receive prompt and careful attention
Gold & Silver Bullion "V-"
rnnppnfraf nn Tpsfs
looiM.ercar load lot.

".Vr4.

i vw.w

vwiibvnti isiivu
1736- - 738 Lawrence

Write for

term..

St.. Denver. Colo.

cis

WRITE far Free Advice, statin

age and dcTribiiiit your symptoms, to)
Ladies Advisory Ilcpt,, G'hnttanoosa
Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tumi,
DKNVKR lU'SINKSN I'NIVKRSlTY.
t a
n
WeM AHh hihI it ry tint. Kxjit-- i
Individual instruction; fine rmilmnt;
im
pifie, rn liml cuurnnn of Htudy In
Injr. uliorthiind,
typewrit. tiK. IiiKii'h.- - eto.
Uulet locfitlon; momi end board In l.'nlvpt
ally bulkltiiK. PoKillons nccurcd. Cutaloft fere.

irr;

$20

tete-a-tet- e

.

Denver Directory
l'ullen

hot-wat-

heart-shape-

wear.

alUVC

diseases peculiar to
Pain, weakwomen.
ness, debility, soon leave
you but a wreck of your
former womanhood.

Instiad of the ordinary leather box
for coat hangers, there are suede ones
which form a bag the size of tho
hanger and win pacK much mom
easily. .

An attractive Invalid tray was ct
sketch bIiows a form of tin strainer mahogany with silver railing and hat
over which a piece of cheese cloth is dies at each end. There was a
stretched which is easily cleaned and
plate heater and separate silver
very Bimple to use. Two or three plate. A covered silver bowl, a silver
thicknesses of cheese cloth aro egg cup stand with pepper and salt; a
pressed over the top of the funnel
set of pottery overlaid with
shaped tin and a ring, which Is slight- silver.
ly larger, pulled down tightly to hold
w.th the pasture.
A small horseshoe-shapeDry off the poor cows now and fat- strainer cloth. This strainer will set
pin set
ten them before the weather Is cold. comfuitably in the can or other vessel around the top with a row of ame
quickly
and
thor
may
be
cleaned
and
thysts and a row of small diamonds
Be w:!0 and keep only the best.
all around; at the bottom a gold bow
Arc the cows well supplied with ough' v.
g;te. fodder? If not you cannot ex Feed According to Individual Needs. knot set with tiny diamonds.
pert them to keep up the supply of
Dairy cows should be fed according
A
brooch, consisting
milk.
to their sge, size ana requirements.
Keep the calves away from the tor Large cows need nicne feed than tho of a large opal surrounded by a row
tute cf flies. Remember that the fu smaller onos am! any cow In the flush of diamonds.
ture prosperity of the dairy Is depend-en- of her milk flow needs more food than
Amazon River Expedition.
upon these calves.
when she Is only giving a limited
Dr. W. C. Farabee, of the anthropoIn
driving
see,
the
still
around
I
quantity.
logical department at Harvard
country, calves in the pig pasture. It
with three students, will next
A Ruinous Policy.
is a losa to the owners, to say nothing
Sel'lng the whole milk off the farm year conduct a research expedition
of the suffering of the poor defense-lesIs ruinous of fertility and can only be about the headwaters of the Amazon.
calves.
the receipts for the For a time a base will be established
They Bhould be protected from the afforded when
aro so good as to afford a return at Arequipa, Peru. The party will be
milk
by
some
of
files
of
use
the
torture
by the purchase of food gone three years.
good fcpray, and kept In out of the to the land
or of fertilizers.
stock
tl'P
for
sun during the hottest part of the day.
Smallest Potted Plantt.
Farm Journal.
A Winning Combination.
German women collect what are supThi combination that wins is pure, posed to be the smallest potted plants
well bred, well kept stock. These are In the world. They are cacti growing
Best Time to Cut Timber.
The best time to cut timber to have Important. But it is equally important In pots about the size of a thimble.
it last and make the best of firewood to have the cows well trained. MilkRemedy for Faintness.
and posts, is after the leaves' get fully ing habits may be ideal also.
Sneezing Is the best brain clearer
ripe and before the first frost. There
The Young Cow.
Many persons conclude an
known.
la less sap in the wood then. Just
A young cow should not be judged attack of faintness, or fainting, with
cut it off the stump at this time of the
lustily. She Is not at her best a violent sneeze. Our ancestors took
j ear' If you are In a hurry, and let It too
her first calf. If she has the snuff from a belief In the efficacy of
with
1 e until you have time to trim it up.
right breeding, and the right feeding, sneezing. But tobacco so taken Is Ir.
she probably will come out all right tart absorbed by the blood and hurt
Tb Check Tree Growth.
with her second calf.
the system.
If a troe persists In making too
Calf.
Feeding
of
the
The
Admit Your Error.
much wood growth, head it In severeIf a calf is fed skim milk, the butter
ly late in the summer, about the time
If you have made an error and recDon't
the wood stops growing and begins to fat should be replaced by something ognize It, submit graciously.
ripen up for winter. This has a ten else- Otherwise an important element try to convince your listeners In spite
deacy to cMeck wood growth and in Is lacking in Hi food, and it will be of the erjor.
th and maturity.
seen in its
dace frail bud formation.

AMA CIUAHSAVc your
iWM
Will not make Viu mrvou..
or The M- Hyman Cigar Co., 10 17tn street.
Denver, coio.

From St. Louis and Kansas City

CO

viaM.,K.&T.R'y

'

To Dallas, Ft. Worth, Waco,
Houston, Galveston,
San
Corpus
Antonio,
Christi,
Brownsville, Laredo, and intermediate points.
To El Paso and intermediate

1,

points .
.
. $26.50
To Indian Territory, Oklahoma, and Northern Texas
points, one fare plus $2.00,
but no rate higher than .'$20

PIANOS

good thirty

liberal
ions.

stop-ove-

(3-)-

r

i

ANO

ORGANS

junt imm with
thlriil. fur litt of ttnn Iwr.
tmltiH hi plum find
I'lttniw from 7ftiip.

nrvaiis.
Oiniintt
tJti tip. liny or
I'lHiimt, run
phiTcd hy
IntOru-nwHriynne, 94W up.
mild on caKy tariut
t null luyr.
txlk-liiwild at (ac
nrlctf un wmy turnia.
writ lor ru.urn. oí
our different IndmnieuU,
frnuitlS

.

THE

Ui

K NIG II

MINIO

days from date of sale, with
privileges in both direct-

COM FA NY,

l2fl

31 CnlliornlaHt.
Iienver.Coto

Wiite for literature and full particular '
W. S. ST. GEOKGK
,
General fsusunger Agent, M., K & T. R'y
Wainwriglit Building
St. Louis, Mo.
Q. A. McNU rr, US Walnut 8t,, KunaClty, Mo.

WANTED

YOUNG

MEN

for the

NAVY
ages IT to 36, must be able bodied, of
good character and American citizens,
either native born or naturalised. Apply to Navy Recruiting Office, room St
Pioneer butldlnsr, Denver, or room 414
Postofflce building, Pueblo. Colorado.

111
"SOUTHWEST"

íín

Kern,

Correspondingly low rates from all points:
From Chicago. $5.00; St. Paul, ÍJ7.50;
Omaha and Council bluffs, $22.50.
Tickets on sale only on

September 18th and
October 2nd and 16th

,i

Colorado House Tent.
COLORADO TENT AND AWNING CO.
Largeat canvas goods house In the
for IllubtrateJ catalog.
Weat. Writ
Hobt. S. Qutahnll, Praa. 16111 Law ranee
Bt., Denver, Colo.

HOWARD E. BURTON,

AT.t.

Gold, allver, lead, lit
Hpaclmen prlrea:
allver, 7fcc; void, 60e; alno or copper.
envelope, anq
teata.
Mailing
I'yamae
fin
I
prlcn llt Rent on ftnpTlratlnn.
Contri
umpir worn oJIHikI. ldviii
fvrtnc. Carbonate National flanm.
I

old.

Bud Davis was up from thej J. M. and J. A. Elrod of Ho- river this week attending court. bait. Okla.. have bought relin- quishments in Benver county
Mr. and Mrs. F. li'Drew, of
and tiled on same. They also
Kenton, spent a day in our city had
their names added to our
this week.
subscription list.
Gottleib, the photographer,
V.
and family are in Buyeros for a Henry Jones and wife, and
M. Eddy and wife acccoinpanied
week or so.
Pal
their daughters, Leona and
,
.
.i
..
1
i
uay
vrruver Luytr,
operator
nier, this tar Sunday, who are
at Folsom, made a call at the 0n their way to Warrensburg,
Mo., where they will attend
Citizen' office this week.
L. D. Bowman left. Saturday S('llt)o1'
forOcates, N. M. whore he has J. H. Durrett, one of the first
accepted a position as salesman, farmers of this end of Beaver
The hop given by the youngmen county, was in Clayton this
of the city last Tuesday evening week after supplies. While in
was uuite a swell affair all around, the city Mr. Durrett called at
. u T,
our office and renewed his sub
j :
,
A. iVlilClveiJilt; iliiu wiie, mm
on the river, will be
guest
of Dr. and Mrs. North
the

their ranch

T?Piv1

wh(i

wiix

BEISTTIST.

i

-

A. A. WILT.
Furniture,
Mattings,
Mouldings.

Society Events.
Cabinet and repair work neatly
Mrs. North entertained a few
and promptly done.
of her neighbors at a "Stunt Par PHYSICIAN AND 8UHSKON.
Latest
Styles Lowest Prices
ncUl Attention Given to
ty" on last Saturday afternoon in
DISEASE OF WOMEN.
honor of Miss Ramey, who is her
OffiS Houn. i!!01
( 2 to 4 and 7 to 0 t. m.
present:
guest.
There were
E?.
j

Dr. J.

C Slack,

E

- v.,..

DENTIST?

Clayton,

in.

LIVERY & FEED
STABLE.

d

-

i

X

1

I

Wanted
Land

í..i
11 11

to meet Mrs. Givens from Dallas
who is here on business.

New Cafe in Folsom.

we nave on liana, tor sale, an
abundance or old papers, nice
and clean, which will help you
in your fall house cleaning.
Mrs. O. M. Record and daughter, Mrs. Clarence Summers, of
Folsom, spent a few days in Clay
ton this week visiting friends.
-

Miss MayJUeed, from Kenton,
took the train at this place Tues
day for Goodnight, Where she
Will attend school this winter,

John Tinsley has secured the
contract to erect a cottage for
Mr. Green at Des Moines, and
departed for that place Thurs- da v.
M. 0. (rami called at the Cm
zt:x office this week bringing
01110 specimens of fruit from the
Jackson Tawor ranch near Fol
soin.
Mrs. W, 0. White, oí Kenton,
accompanied by her" brother John
ttrcord, was in Clayton this week
straightening out business mat

ters.

is satisfactory, of the following
Our readers will observe that
properties!
.
Fred Newman has just opened Mr. Farrington has a profes
""asffli
-t- eatftt
A
a new restaurant on Main street sional card in this issue.
Coal Lands,
in Folsom and is now prepared to
Timber Lands,
MVn1
íltiil T
cater to one and all with good
Republican Convention.
iuutuos ab ah HOUrS
Grazing Lands,
Day and Night.
square nieuls and short order
Mining Properties,
Bread,
lunches. Give Us n call.
Pastry,
The republican convention held
Colonization Lands.
Vegetables, Fruit,
at the court house Tuesday night,
Hams,
Killing at Passamonte.
Bacon.
transacted the followinu bust
Properties must be large and of
The Best Goods at the Lowest
News was received here this nessl
established value. Several mil
Prices.
On motion of Robt. Ervien,
lion dollars ready for investevening that Anastasio Ortega
killed Manuel Griua, at Passa Dan Padillo, of Folsom, was
ment.
monte, on the 19th. It is report elected chairman;' with Euf racio
Land Script Bought and Sold.
and
ed the difficulty arose over some Gallegos,
HUGO SEABERG,
C E. FARRINGTON.
timber, both parties claiming Oliver Pi Easterwood, secretary;
Oliv
RATON, N. M.
same. We are unable to learn Juan C. Martines and
anything definite of the killing. is, interpreters;
AT LAW.
Motion by Mr. Ervien that the
The Gilliam Family.
chairman appoint ' a committee UL,AYT0N ' ' i New Mexico.
Robt,
The Gilliam family who have of three on credentials i
FOR SALE CHEAP.
Vf
N. F. Gallegos and An
Ervien,
been showing here in their tent
room house with bath and
live
dres
were
Pacheco
appointed
ju!-west of the track for the
M. B. Sisneros and Juan C. electric light. Anyone wishing
AND
past two Weeks give their last
appointed by- the niCB nome' adress
FUNERAL DIRECTOR.
i
performance here Saturday night Mai tinea were
r
u' kh aldredge,
which will be made especially at- chair to escort Santiego Ortiz to
Have all Modern Equlpmeht with &
N. M.
TToanúa
him t.n Tkj J..
tractive for the little folks, They the speaker's stand who announc
ninajiB
XCtkUt
have some very clever tumbling ed his intention of supporting
IP thó outfit who appropriated CALLS PROMPTLY ANSWERED.
republican party and the OUr TliinlH rnnlrl
PHOMf Ml 24
..
and juggling, tight rope and the
a.
,
I
vuiiiunB.m
uittuogd w UP'
,l,.l
m so uu.ufi.
no
vwa
pibcvsures
trapeze performing.
orootíttte
oHltmitn
tl'
And their
On motion of N. E. Whitworth ánd a pressm
u ,;m,Tf
burnt cork artists are in'esistably
have started a city
uuum umiejui ma cieguen o" i 6,
gei uui i
funny.

THE CLAYTON
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"BEN'S PLACE."
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A. E. WILT.
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Misa Jean l'itiney lias accepted
the New Mexico school iie.'tr Kenton and will open he)' school as x Methódíst Laflies Aid.
sown' its
new srhiml building
The Indies Aid of the Metho
is completed.
dist church will meet with Mrs.
It is reported thai L. I): Hoi- D. W. Snyder, Wednesday after-utxSept. 26th. Everybody in
tm's health lin a vwy precarto
ious condition, and that unless vited come prepared to sewi
nynnciiaugt.' is ulndii he iniy
Thf Methodist Ladles Aidclear- tt.)t survive his ti'iah
28 dollars on their chili supper
K. I . iOrvicu attended
the last week
meeting of Territorial litMrd of Tlmre tfill be Huhday Mchoo!
Equalisation; which met at San-t- i at all of the" churches at" 10 A. m,
Fe last week. Mr. Krvien is and preaching services, both
Hecl'rtlal'y oí that honorable lody morning and everting at the Span
Mrs. A. W( Easldy returned, ish Methodist church conducted
weanosday, from a vitdt with by Ai C. Gonzales.
her parents in Missouri. Mr.
District Court.
Easley nltít hdr here and they
DistrictCourtiidjournOdlliurs
Idft for" their ranch on tl d fiver.
day evening when BCmtenoW was
J M. Spain, of Allen, I; T., passrtd ujxm the following per
is a prospective resident of Un.
sons: Lou Mereditln tihitt-ec
Ion county, niitl started ih ti e
with cattw stealing, thrW
right way by sulwtir'ibing for and si nuMlthM, appealed w high
Union county's best paper1 the
er cotrt:
-

semi-monthl-

y

sistant secretary

Gullegos

I carriage

Wis

-

cía,

Noi 11 j bantlego. OrtlB, No.
Oliver Pi Easterwood, No. 2;
Juan 0. Martine, No. 17; R. D,
Casados, No. 7
On motion of Dob Elrvleh the
cllaif appointed the following
S.
as a resolution committee:
Padillo, N. E Whitworth, C,
Oto, Ind.W Gallegos and N. P,
GaUegUs, wily rprtptted as fol
lows! OWtgrftWlatftiá tha citinitcld States and
zens of tlld
NeW MMlCtf for IJfOStJüfilV, and
adofJMnU pai idlicii!sl of fclid republicad
hlch tepdHwas
15;

"Mii. flHVAfihas been reaping
the reward of ten years of adherence to many of thosd princi
pies wnicn it Hits how become
good politics tot both parties to

play throughout the cóuntrv.
Ho arouses enthusiasm bécáüse
he is looked Upon by hundreds of
thousands ás a tilafl who lives fot"

EKLUffD
Phone at Hotel

UM, Smart favorecí the ( mzlsti
tfí!f with a call this wa'.'k bring-Komd s)(icimen of cjoflí
íg
which would make tho Kaaft(a
ooni gre'en with envy, and some
Johnso'n grass five1 feet tul I. Mr,
Saiárt has raised a nice variety
W farm prdoucts this ye:ir.
1

lQt?L
fr

(fil. Pflf

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
CUYION,

ffi

((

fll

Q

MWWW

O, T. TOOMBS.

his Convictions and ribt for strat
,t
J ...
AtTORNNV
it nas
egy( who
oedii the victim of
corrJoWtidn fühds.ádtl Who spoke
ten ytfafs dg'o much that thti riiore
prordssiVtí Kdptibllcaiia atitíept
Dy thousands' Hi w'otiid
0ii tflcrotl i. tórVlOíl tli fol be (Jailed it léis Intelíig'erlfj dtíd
dletíttíti tp less abld RctóstíVdlti
W thdiis
lotflnff (Iftatíls
wodld
and$
lié
calltíd
bd
d UddáS- - -atWtld hf territorial bonven
Who
vel
wa"3
léss
á tíaftis'atí. Idás ikiJ.,,. KJ)..,.4l. .. 3 lit
feátú Mdlddnrtdff, tio nMclt weat nil Ltta Végas,
w
tíhal'ge'í with ihfep stealing H ñtfl. flhf
gvrt
tíídidncy,
ltotnt(lo faflfllo,
tid mm untes uiiüf wü .Mttliaiil) if,
H
earsi J Jan Lucero, hagd hemito OalleMdB, Robt. P. Er able to fjre'fdr: His
bolidfs t0
With rape, 12 years;
Victory.
Col
ler'á,
VltfHj EJdvtard W. Pox, Bufrftclo
i Wi Miller, charged with ped
Notice
Gallego, Chtistiart Ctto ahd
T. tí. tifies puYeHásed froifl
dling nerchandise without li- - Andrto
chfloo.
Ür. AÍhe'rt Í, (jaldweJl
fLoíd
Henfy Qx)k& and Charles Ilfeld
dense, acquitted; Clara Williams,
pfactice is limited to the Eva. Ear
ten
fchargdd with selling whiskey
sheep
thousand
consisting df Nose and
Pv(n Las purghtffickj tho
Throat, will be in Ojay.
without license, acquitted; J. W. Kerr isarq for a consideration of ews and htiilbp, at IjOgan N. M. tort, September 1
and 20th. 1000
Which w'lli be shipped In October;
Davis, charged with seduction, four hundred
at tile bffice of Dr. j. 0: Black.
dollar.
I

at law,

i

l'a-rt-

to-da-

Chas. A, Law
und lawyer.

yrs

Citizen.

in Clayton Ml

are cüríoag to knotv what
.ves
...s
r .wunc tuo purioiners or nnr parties who want to bo
punu hi rep.u,, . vttllUuS name wui invent íói their failure called for tralni will leavp
..
... ..I
t,at t,i.
Fran.
unwirtwntert wft1no.fo!
nicii issuu uuii. ' on time
en
i
orders at the
ciscoOlivas, No. 4; GregoriaGar- - for the past two tteeká
On motion of Lucfts

d

i

5ANH0RD.

J

teacher in the Hiah school at
this nlace last term, is visiting
with Mrs. Dr. Wherett
W. H Plunkctt and wife of the
C'urrumpa, drove in Tuesdeay,

-

CHILTON.

ayre(

Mr. U. T. Walker, of, Tyron,
Okla., visited with the Lay ton
family this week and left Thurs
day for Tucumcari.
Stella

W.W.

Mesdames Toombs, D. W. Snyder, T. S. Snyder, Bartlett, Eaton
DR. IS BEX-- J3. IAnB
CONTRACTOR &
Marsh, Walton and Miss Walton.
PHYSICIAN
and SURGEON
Each guest performod some stunt
BUILDER.
after which a delicious collation
Plans and specifications' furCountry Calls Answered.
was served.'
nished for all kinds of work.
0?tC AT RISIOINOI,
CLAYTON H. H.
On last Tuesday evening, at the
Country work solicited.
beautiful home of Mr. and Mrs. WILLIAM HUME BROWN,
M.
Hammond, a number of friends
Geo. W. Dwyer returned from
met for a social evening. The
Kansas City, Monday, where he
gathering was given In honor of
OFFICE SECOND FLOO
shipped cuttle. Mr. Dwyer re
Mr. Herbert Hammond, who will
OTTO BUILDING.
ceived the following prices: Fat
leave soon for Ottawa Kansas, to
cows per head, $17.; pixr cows
After several
attend school.
per head, $10.; heifers per head,
games of 42, dainty refreshments THE
CITY MARKET.
$10.; big steers per head, $31
were served. The evening end
Nteers per head,
two year-oled with an impromptu musicale
R. T. MANSKER, Prop.
$21.
Camp House in Connection.
Those present were Mrs. Whit"Fresh
and
Meats.
Salt
GeHagen,
Phone No. 61 : : i Clayton N. M.
Colorado Springs and Return. worth, Misses Walton,
Fancy Groceries,
Ramey, McNeil, Stout, Messrs.
For the Great Pike Centennial Whitworth, Everett, Franklin and
Country Produce,
Celebration, September 24 to 29,
Choice Fruits,
Templeton,
via Colorado & Southern Ry,
Vegetables,
Rev. and Mrs". Grlmmel enter
Tickets on sale at all stations
Always In Stock,
at dinner
September 22, 23, 24, 20 and 27, tertained a few friends
Wednesday evening. Covers wore l"lon No, I
oAi-CUXnn. tt. M.
...uk
Willi
til 1111111
laid for eight.
Can make quick sales if price
1

Sunday.
v
M. G.'TixitT a prominent .nor
chant, of Bueyeros, called at our
sanctum Wednesday and iweiv
ed some job work.

DR.

cases of any conseauence, not
previously reported, were dis
.
nosed of durine this term of NEW SANITARIUM BLD'G.
court
ROOMS t ( lo CP BTAXMa.
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settled by marrying. No other
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